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Abstract
This thesis deals wi th the design of an Arti ficial Neural Netwo rk. (ANN) based
relay for transmission line pro tection. A novel fc:cd forw ard neural netw ork that indicates
whether a faul t is within or outside the pro tection zo ne (fault indication ) of a trans mission
tine is presented, This method bas been extended to locate the distance of me fault (fault
location). The proposed scheme utilizes the frequency components of the voltages and
currents to make a decision.
The flrst part of me work emp loyed frequency componeots of one cycle of post-
fault da ta as the inputs to the ANN . The resu lts obtained were promising. thus fonning the
basis to improve the speed of the: relaying decision. Thi s is achieved by using the
frequency components of half cycle of pre-fault and half-cycle post-fault data as the
inpu ts to the ANN .
The neural aerwcrk employed is small in size . fast and robust. Data obIained from
the Electromagnetic Tnnsien ts Program (EMTP) for single-line..m-ground faults and
three -phase faults have been used for teSting and the results are found to be accurate . The
performance of the trained neural network is good and the proposed ANN has the
potential for implementatio n in a digital rel ay for transmi ssion line protection . The resul ts
of the propos ed ANN methodology are found to be accurate under the conditions of
diff eren t fault location, faul t ince ption angle and fault res istance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Pr otective Relaying of Power Systems
Electric energy is one of the most fundamental requirements of the modem
industrial society . The power system is made up of interconnected equipment., broad ly
classified into three main gro ups namdy . the power equipment., protection equipment and
the contro l equipment. The power equipment generates. transforms and distributes the
electric power to the loads . The control equipment maintains the power system at its
normal voltage and frequency , and maintains optimum economy and security in the
interconnected networ k. The prot ection equipment protects the power system.
The power system is subject to constan t disturbances crea ted by random load
changes, natural causes. and equi pment or operat or error. Faults may result from
insulation, electrical. mechanical or thermal failUTe( I]. The majo r types and causes of
failures arc listed in Table 1.1 .
Protective relays are installed in different parts oflhe power system. The protective
relay detects abnormal pow er system conditions, and initiates corrective action as quickly
as possi ble to restore the power system to iu normal state . The purpose of protecti ve
relays is to ensure normal operation of the power system. Protecti ve relay systems must
perform correctl y under adverse system and environmental conditions.
Table 1.1: Major type s and causes offailwc in power-systems {l}
Type Causes
Insulati on Design defects, aging insulation,. improper manufacture. improper
installa tion,. contamination
Electrical Lightning surges , swi tching surges.overvoltages
Thermal. Coo lant failure, overeurrent, overvultage, increase in the SWTOunding
tempera tures
Mechanical Snow or ice, earthquake, cvercurren t forces
Protective relays must meet these genera! requirements : correct diagnosis of
trou ble. quickness ofrespons e and minimum disturbance to the po wer system (2J.Fo r a
we ll-designed and efficient protective system, the fo llowing design criteria are necessary
[3, 4J.
• Reliability
It is the measure of the degree of certainty that the relay will perform correctly . System
relia bility consists of two main elements: dependa bility and security . Dependability
ensures the correct opera tion in response to system trouble, whi le security signifies the
abili ty c f the relay to avoid mal-operation from all system disturbances (2).
• Speed
Speed is required to obtain minim um fault clearing time, thus prc eecting the eq uipment. A
high speed. instantaneous relay is preferred. High speedindicates that the tim e taken to
locate the fault should not exceed certain pre-de fined time limit (usually 3 cycles at 60
Hz) , and instantaneous indi cates that there is no delay in the open. tionofthe relay .
• Selectivity
Selectivi ty is the interrelated performance of the relay with other protecti ve devices .
Complete selectivity is ob tained when a minimum amount of equipment is rem oved from
service for the isolation o f a fault.
• Economics
The concern is to obtain the maximum protection at minimum cost. Relays having a
clearly defined zone o f protec tion provide better selectivity , but ge neral ly cost mote. A
compromise is made betweenthe high performance and the cost. and conseq uently both
low speedand high speed relays are used to protect the power systems.
• Simplicity
A protective relay syst em shoul d be kept as simp le and straightfo rward as possible, while .
still accomplishing its intended goals. A simp le des ign is needed for easy implementation
and maintenance.
Transmi ssion lines are the connecting links between the generating stations and
the distribution systems , and lead to other power system networks ove r interconn ections.
Transmi ssion lines physi call y integrate the output of generating plan ts and req uirements
of customers by pro vidin g pathways for the flow of electric power. Transmiss ion line
protection forms an impo rtant topic of research, as the,.· are the vital elemen ts of the
network, and are subjected to a majority of faults occurring in the power system. The
range of the possib le fault current. the effect of load., the direction of the fault as seen
from the relay, the im pact of system configuration. alI have to be considered in the desi gn
of transmission line protection schemes.
The focus of the research presented in this thes is is on transmi ssion line
protection. Distance: rela ys are nonnaUy used to protect high voltage transmissio n lines.
Conventional distance relays measure the impedance of the transm ission lines from lite
relay location to the point of fault. Under ideal conditions, impedan ce is directly
proportional to fault distan ce. If the fault is located within the relay's protection zone, lite
relay generales a tri p signal. Over the years, distance relays for transmissi on line
protection have underg one changes from electromechanical relays to static rela ys and to
digital relays [5-7J- Digital relays also provide communica tion capab ility [7]. High -speed
processing and communication capabilities of modem microprocessors arc leading to
research work using adaptive relaying and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for
improved protection [8-12].
When a fault occurs on the transmission line, it is very important to find the fault
location and make nece ssary repairs, in order to prevent the fault from spreading and thus
restoring the power system to its normal state. Hence, accurate fault location is essential.
Different types of fault locators are available [13, 14]. Recently, ANN based fault locators
have been proposed [15, 16].
1.2 Aim ofth e Thesis
Fast and accurate location offaults in an electrical power transmission line is vital
for the secure and economic operatio n of power systems. 1bis is more so in view of the
fact that due to an increase: in transmission req uirements and environmental pressures ,
util ities are bein g forced to maximize the transmission capabilities of the existing
trans mission lines. Thi s effectively means that in order to maintain syst em security and
stability, there is a demand for minimizing dama ge by restorin g the faulted line as quickly
as poss ible.
Power syste m engineers are always investigating innovative and challenging way s
to enhance the performance oftbe power system and related protective devices. Recently,
there hasbeen consi derable interest in the app licati on of ANN to power syste m protection
[8. 12, IS, 16]. The respo nse ofa trainedANN to the inputs is extremel y fas t However, to
the author's best knowl edg e, the time requited for making a trip dec ision of an ANN
based algoritlun is found to beat least one cycle of the power system frequ ency. Also, the
time taken to train the network is found to be qui te long, in terms of houn and even days
[8. 10, ll , ISj. This drawback is present both in the case o f distance protection and fault
location schemes . Also, the work reported considers only the sing le-line-to- ground fault
This work exp lores the application of an ANN based method ology for
transmission line relaying. A novel fccdforward neural network, which ind icates whether
a fault is within or outsi de the protection zone of a transmission line, is presented. The
neural network scheme is extended to locate the distance of the faul t location.. It is
proposed to design an ANN based algorithm to perform the functions of distance
protection and fault location. The proposed scheme utilizes the frequency spectrum of the
voltages and currents to make a trip decisio n. The empbasis oflhis wo rk is to :
minimize the tim e required for reaching the dec ision
provide an accurate relaying dec ision
Slagle-line-to-ground faul t and lhree-pbase faul t cases are considered.. The perfo rmance
of the trained oeuraleetwork is evaluated by testing the ANN based algo rithm with data
obtained from. the sim ulation of a transmi ssion line mod el., using Electromagnetic
Transients Program (EMTP). The obtained results are compared with a simul ated Fourier-
based algorithm in terms of speed and accurac y. The results arc found to be ac curate in
the presence ofdifferent faul t co nditions. such as fault locati on, faul t resistance and fault
inception angle . The decision of the ANN outp ut is obtained in about balf-cycl e after the
fault incep tion.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
Chap ter 2 of this thesis focuses on the zo nes of protecti on, principle o f operation
o f distance relays, equa tions governing the three- pbasc distance relays for the various
fault types, the effect of fault resistanee., the diffemlt types of re lays and operatio n offault
locators used in transmission line protection.
Chapter 3 disc usses the co mputer relay architecture. The transmission line model
used in the simulation is described. The procedure used to obtain the data of the
transmission line mode l using EMTP is explained. The sim ulation results obtained using
a Fouri er-based algori thm are presented.
A brief discussion on ANN is presented in Chap ter 4. Applications of ANN for
distance protection and fault locatio n in a transmission line are discusse d. The proposed
ANN based methodo logy for transmission line relaying is described in this chapter.
The structure and design of the ANN based relaying for transmission line
protectio n is presented in Chapter S. The concept of using the frequency components of
vo llage and curren t as inputs for the ANN is explained. The work is divided into two
main parts ; in the first part. the ANN based method ology uses the post -fault infonnation
and in the second part. both pre-fault and post -fault informat ion are used . The ANN based
relaying is consi dered for single-line-to-ground faults and three -phase faults.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the simul ation results of the ANN based relay. The
proposed ANN based methodology for transmission line re laying shows promise and has
pote ntial for implementation in a digital relay. The propo sed sche me for transmission line
relaying is also compared with the Fourier-based algorithm. Some of the advantages of
the proposed scheme for ANN based transmi ssion line protec tion are highlighted . A
possible on-line configuratio n of the proposed scheme is presen ted.
In Chapter 7, the summary of the thesis highlighting the contribution of the
researc h and suggestions for future wo rk: are outlined.
Chapter 2
Transmission Line Protection
2.1 Introduction
Transmiss ion lines form a major component of the power system. Transmission
line protectio n is a chal lenging area in power system protectio n, The exte nt of expo sure in
miles oftnmsmission lines to weather COItditions. different syst em co nfigurations., and the
compromises to be made between dependabi lity and security make transm ission line
protection challenging . A com plete transmission line protection scheme would include
distance protection (fault ind ication) and fault location. A relay used in distance
protection indicates whethe r a fault is inside or outside the protection zone . whereas a
faul t locator indicates the exact locati on a Cthe fault.
The followin g chapter di scusses the zones of protection in a transmission line. The
need for the distance relay and the basic principle of distance protectio n of transmi ssion
lines is explained. A fault occ UJring in a transmission line can be analyzed by its sequence
network. The equations governing these sequence networks are presented. The effect of
fault resistance on a transmission line is also discussed . The impro vement in the types of
relay is described. When a fault occurs in a transmission line, it is necessary to determine
the location of the fault in order to isolate the fault section from the power system. Faul t
loca tion in a transmission Lineis briefly discussed.
2.2 Zones of Protection
The common parameters that reflect the presence of a faul t are the voltages and
currents at the terminals of the protected appara tus . Every fault in the neighbourhood ofa
relay will disturb its input voltages and currents . Howeve r, the relay should disregard
those voltage and current conditions produced by faults that are not within the
respons ibility of the relay . Thi s responsibility for protectin g a portion of the power syste m
is define d by a term known as zone of protection. Zone of protection is a region defined
by an imaginary boundary line on the power system one -line diagram . A fault in a
protecti ve zone initiates the operation of tile relay, and the fault is called internal . A fault
outs ide the protective zone does not initiate operati on of the relay, and therefore it is
called an external or through fault (17, 18]. The zone of protection should meet the
following requirements [3]:
There must be at least one zone of protection for all the power system elements .
The zones of protecti on must always overla p to ensure that no portion of the powe r
syste m is left without pro tection.
The region of over lap must be such that the like lihood of a fault occ urring inside the
regio n of overlap is minimized . This overlapping of adjacent zones is illustrated in Fig.
2.1. Each element of the po wer system. is defined by a protection zone and these zones
10
overlap, In Fig. 2.1 the zones of protection, for the bus connected to the transmi ssio n line
(.4013) are designated as bus protective zone and the line protective zo ne respectively. The
circuit breakers. represented by the numbers 1, 2 and 3 are located between the two
adjacent elem ents. A bus is an integral part of the power syste m, with inco ming and
outgoing lines terminated on it with appropriate circuit breakers. Usually, the line
protectiv e zone is set between 85% and 90% of the line length. In this case , the bus
protective zone covers for the faul t occurringnear terminal A of the transmission line. A
fault F in the protective zone causes the tripping of circui t breakers I and 3. Eventually.
circuit break er 2 will trip after certain delay, as it is located within the line protective
zone. This ensures correct removal of the faultelement.
Line Protective
Bus Protective Zone _.~
Zone~ ..L:::~~:=~~::::-----
u~lLL.Li
f igure 2.1: Overlapping oCprotectivezones around circuit breaker.
2.3 Dista nce Protectio n of Transmission Lines
As mentioned in cha pte r I , the function of protective rela ying is to prom ptly
remove from service any element tha t starts to operate in an abnormal condition. The
relays prevent further dama ge to equipment, reduce stress on other equipment, and
remove the faulted equipment from the power system as quickly as possible. so that the
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integrity and stability of the remaining system is m.aintained. There are several protective
techni ques used for transmission line protection [5] such as:
Overc um:nt relaying - Theserelays respond to the chan ge in the current magnitude.
Differential relaying - These relays respond to the phase ang le between two ac inputs .
Th ese rel ays arc suitable for a small extent of protection.
Directio nal relaying - These relays respond to the magnitude of the algebraic sum of
two or more inputs and arc usually used in double-end -feed lines.
Distance relayin g - These relays respond to the distance to a fault,
Among these, distance relays are commonly used to prot ect high voltage
transmi ssion line circuits . The impedanc e of the transmiss ion line is fairly constant and
these relays respond to the distance to a fault on the transmission line. The major
advantag e of distance relays lies in the fact that they have a fixed reach, L~ .• the relay's
zone of protection is a function of only the: protected line impedance. whic h is a fixed
constant, and it is relati vely independen t of the current and voltage magni tudes. Distance:
relays also have the ability to operate for fault currents near or less than maximwn load
current. They have a greater instantaneous trip coverage compared to an overcurrent relay.
2.3.1 Basic Principle of Distance Protection
In the single-phase system represented by Fig. 22. a sho rt circui t at location F is
considered. The distance relay under consideration is locat ed at line tenn inal A. AD
represents the transmission line and S denotes the sending end. Z, represents the
equivalent impedance: of the transfonner. R.. and Ru. represent the relays. The voltage
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and curren t at the relay loca tion are related by equations (2.1) and (22). Equation (23)
relates the primary and seco ndary impedance.
[2.1)
(22)
(2.3 )
where E is the voltage, I is the current. Z is the impedance. subscript p and 5 denote the
primary and secondary quantities respectively.
---Zu-~
E,l:s\
I, ( I ,"<J
B
Figure 2.2: Vo ltage, current and impedance as seen by the relay
In equation (2.3) D.;,and D.e represent the curren t transfonner and voltage transformer turns
ratio . Tbe ratio Ell is known as the apparent impedance seen by the relay. This impedance
is represen ted by the point z.. when planed in the complex R-X plane, as shown in Fig.
2.3. The R·X diagram is commool y used to analyze the relay response (1].
Most of the relays for distance protection of transmission line use the mho
characteristics . If the load current is of constan t magnitude, and the sending end voltage at
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the relay loca tio n is constant. then the correspo nding voltage phaso r and hence the
impedance will be a circ le in the R·X plane. The point Z in Fig. 2..3 corresponds to the
fault at a certain porti on of the transmissi on line. As the locatio n of the fault is moved
along the transmission line, the point Z moves along the strai gh t line AB in Fig. 2.3. The
line AB makes an angle 9 with the Rcaxis, where e is the impedance angle of the
ttansmission line . For an overh ead transmission line. 9 lies between 700 and 88°,
depending upon the system voltage [2J.Whenever the ratio of the system voltage: and
current fal ls within the circle , the relay opera tes . Knowin g the inaccuracies and fault
resistance tha t can be allowed, a more accurate zone shape can be defined so as to occup y
a minimum area ofthe complex R·X plane.
Reactance X B
Figure 2.3 : Typical R - X diagram to illustra te the relay characteristics
(8 ""'Impedance an gle. AB = Length ofthe transmi ssion line)
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The distance relay is energized. by voltage and current supplied by voltage and
current transfo rmers respectively. The purpose of lhe current and voltag e transfo rmers is
to reduce voltages and ecrreets to levels manageable by the relays and to physically
isolate the relays from high vo ltage (4, 17]. Accordin g to the princi p le of opera tion
explained earlier . the relay detects the faul t condition and issues a trip signal to the circuit
breaker. The circui t breaker disconnects the faulted transmi ss ion tine, 50 as to avo id
further damage to the system.
2.3.2 Distance Relay Characteristics
There are four types of distance relays based on the shape of their operating
characteristics namely, impedance relays, admittance or mho relays. reactance relays and
quadrilateral relays. As mentioned earlier. the R~X diagram is commonly used to
represent the characteristics of lhe relay,
x
z
R
Figure 2.4(a) : Imp edance relay characteri sti cs
IS
An impedance relay compares lbc system curren t and voltage in amplitude. and
the calibra tio n of this relay is in terms aCtbe ratio af the two , thus indicating impedance.
Fig. 2.4{a) illustrates the impedance relay cbaracterisrics. The characteristics plot as a
circle with suitable radius. called the setting Z. The center oftbe circle coincides with the
origin of the R-X diagram.
A mho relay takes into account, the phase angle between the voltage and the
current, producing a morc complex: response characteristics. The mho relay
eharacteristies, shown in Fig. 2.4(b) are also described as a circle. but the periphery passes
through the origin in the R-X diagram, In Fig. 2.4(b) , the line OA basmagnitude Z.called
the settin g at the impedance ang le 9 .
X A
R
Figure 2.4(b): Mho relay characteristics
A reactance relay illustra ted in Fig . 2.4{c). is eon-direc tional, and hence DOt
preferred. The reac tan ce relay has a straight- line cbanacte ristic, paral lel to th e Rcaxis and
offset by the setting X, along the axis represented by the reactance. The reactance relay
characteristics have a trippin g regi on below the setting X.
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Figure 2.4(c) : Reactance relay characteristics
Figure 2.4(d) represen ts the quadril ateral re lay charac teristics. The quadril ateral
relay charact eristics are made use of in solid stare 01'" co mputer relays. In co mputer relays ,
the characteristics o f a quadrilateral relay are defined in the software of the relay, such
that the effect of fault resistance and overreac h can be accommodated [l 7J. If the
impedance of the faulted transmi ssion line falls inside the quadril ate ral characteristic. the
relay indicates a trip outpu t.
~z RTrip R
Figure 2..4(d) : Quadrilater.t1 relay charac leristics
2.4 Three Phase Distance Relay
There are basical ly len types of faults on a three phase power system, for which a
relay should operate (phases an::referred to as a, b. c and ground is referred to as g):
Pb.a.se-to-ground (a-g , s-s.c-g)
Pbase-to-phase (a-b, b-e, c-<r)
Two-pbase-4:o-ground (a-b-g, b-e-g, c-a-g )
Three- phase (a-b-c)
SingIe-line-to-ground fault is the most common type of fault and a thcec:-phase
fault is the most SCVCTe ooe compared to the other types of faults [I ] . The equations that
govern the relationship between the voltag es and currents a1 the relay loca tion are
different for eac h of the ten distinct types of faults. Regardless of the type of fault
invo lved, the voltage and the curren t used to energize the appropria te relay unit are such
that the relay will measure the positive-sequence impedance to the fault [3, 4J. The
computation of the fault current and voltage is greatly simpli fied by the use of the
sequence networks . When a faul t occurs, an unbalance is created in the system . Th e three
unbalanced phasors ofa three- phase system can be resolved into three balanced system of
pbasors , namely the positive sequence, negative sequence and the zero sequence
components, The sequence networks represen t the equivalent circuit of the sequence
impedances and shows all the paths fortbe flow of tbe sequence currents.
Figure 2.5: Single -line diagram ofthe transmissio n line model
(AB - Length ofthetransmission line, F - fault)
"The behaviour of these sequence networlcs to the various types of faults is
explained below. lbe one-line diagram oftbe transmission line model, sho wn in Fig. 2-S
is used to determine the appro priate voltage and current inputs to be usedfor the distance
relays for the different faults . AD represents the transmissi on line. with a fault F at certain
portion of it.
Figure 2.6: Sequence network: coanecticn for phase a-ground fa ult
For a fault between phase a and ground of the transmiss ion line considered. the
sequence netwo rks will be interconnec ted as in Fig. 2..6. The positive sequence, negative
seq uence and zero sequence componen ts of voltage at the relay locati on are represented
by equatio ns (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) respectively (2).
E IC=E, -Zlf l l
E,,- E, - Z" l,
(2.4)
(2.5)
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sequence components of voltage and curren t respecevely. The voltage at the fault point
can beset equal to zero and is given by equation (2 .8).
i.e., Ear= E.,- Zl rI. - (Zor-ZloIo- 0 (2.8)
where E. is the total vo ltage at phase a. Iais the curre nt at phase a and Ear is the voltage at
the point c f fault, From. equati on (2.8),
(2.10)
(2.1I)
(2.12)
The factor m in equation (2.11) is known as the compensation factor. and this
compensates the phase curren t for the mutual coupling between the faulled phaseand the
other two unfauIted phases.
(2.13)
where l~ is the compensated phase a curren t. Thus. for phase a to ground fault. the fault
impedan ce is as illustra ted by equation (2 .14).
(2.14)
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This indicates that the distance relay measures the positive sequence impedance to the
fault, when energized with the phase a voltage and the compensated phase a curren t,
For the case of a fault between phases b and c of a three-phase transmission line ,
the positive sequence and the negative sequern::c vo ltages at the fault arc equal , and arc
Thus the fault impedance is given by
(2.l S)
The phase b and c voltage quan tities, at the relay locatio n arc given by equations (2.16)
and (2 .17).
Et.=Eo +a1E, +aEz
E..: - Eo+a E, +a2 ~
CEt. - EJ - (a 2 - a XEl - EU
(I,,- IJ -(a1 - a )(l I - lil
(2 .16)
(2.17)
(2. 18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
Equation (220) indicates that when a fault occurs betweenphases b and c, the distance
relay will measure the posi tive sequence impedance. Similarly, for the faul ts between
phase: a-b and c-o faults , the co rresponding relay will measure the positive sequence
impedance to the fault.
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For faults occurring between pbase-eo-pbase-eo-grccad, the performan ce equa tions
for the sequence networks an: exactly similar lOequations (2. 15) to (2.20) of tbc phase-to-
phasefault.
The scquc:ncc netWOrk.for a three- phase fault is indicated in Fig. 2.7 [2). A three-
phase fault causes maximum abnormal short -circuit curren t and hence is the most
dangerous fault [17]. For a three-phase fault. the sequence quan tities are represented by
equa tions (221) and (2.22 ). The respecti ve phase voltag es are given by equations (2.23).
(2.2 4) and (2 .25).
Figure 2.7: Sequence netwotk connectio n for a three-phase fault
E, = E.,=ZlrI, - ZIt I . (2 .2 1)
,;,=.,-. (2.22)
E.-E. (223)
Et,-a2 E, (2 .24)
Ec=aE, (2.25)
where a '" IL 120". Hence for a three-phase fault. fault impedance Zltls represented as in
equation (2.26) .
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The fault impedance for the different types offault is illustrated in Table 2.t , with the
nomenclanrre as explained above. For the faults at other phas es , the corresponding phase
vo ltages/ currents are used to calc ula te the fault impedanc e.
Table 2. [: Summary of the fault impedance for different types offault
Typeoffault Fault impedance
Single-line-to-ground E.
(at phase a) fa + ZO~Z! 10
Phase-phase Eb Ec
(betw een phase b and c) Iz,-lc
Phase- phase-to-ground Ez,-Ec
(between phase b - c and II> -Ie
ground)
Three-phase E.
I;;
2.5 Effect of Fa ult Resistan ce
All the above equations have been derived assuming that the fault is a metallic
shon circuit, If the fault involves an arc or a path through the ground,. DOn-~
impc:dances are introd uced whi ch tend to introduce harmonics into the curren t or voltage
f2J. As a resul t, an erro r is introd uced in the fault distan ce estimate , and henc e may lead to
an unreliab le operation of the di stan ce relay . To accommoda te the fault resistance. the trip
zone of the distance relay is selected such that the region surrounding the apparent
impedance is included inside the zone [2. 5. 18}.
In the single-line diagram of Fig. 2.8. Rrrepresents the fault resistance. The
contri bution to the fault from the remot e end is Ir and hence the fault current is given by:
(2.27)
The voltage at the relay locatio n is given by eq uation (2.89).
(2.28)
Zris the impedance when the fault resistance is zero . The apparen t impedance z.. seen by
the re lay is:
(2.29)
Figure 2.8: Fault path resistance
The voltage drop in the faul t from the remote source:magnifi es the faul t res istance
as seen at the local bus and shifts the apparen t impedance to the right in the R-X plane.
The total voltage drop in the fault will not be in phase with the local fault curren t and the
fault resistance th us becom es more reactive . This leads to possible ove rreach and
underrcach errors. In an overreach error conditio n. the fault wil l be outsi de the zone, but
is seen by the relay as being inside the zone. Undcrreach error conditio n occurs when the
fault occurs inside the protection zone. but the relay is DOt able to iden tify it, This type of
cond ition creates serious prob lem. when heavy load flow and heavy fault resistance are
encountere d.
2.6 Types of Relay
Distance relays are commonly used for transmiss ion line protection, due to their
insensiti vity to variations in fault current and their virtual imm unity from operating on
normal load current. Over the years . distance relays have undergon e changes leading to
improved relay performance. The earliest relays used for transmission line protection
were the electromechanical relays. They were Iarerreplaced by the sol id-state relays. With
the advent of the digital techno logy , the solid state relays gave way to the relays based on
the computer relaying algorithms. The recent trend is to use Artificial Ne ural Network.
(ANN) based relays.
2.6.1 Elect romecha nica l and Solid-state Relay s
These relays utilize the actuating forces produced by electro ma gnetic interaction
betweena combination of the input signals and the stored energy in the springs . In an
electromechanical relay. the measurement is derived from a balance of magnetic or
mechanical forces within the rela y by the operation of the electrical co ntacts. The most
common electromechanical relays are the magnetic attraction . magnetic inducti on, D'
Arsonval and the thermal units.
In general, electromechanical relays respond to one: or more of the conventional
torque producing input quan tities : Ca) voltag e, (b) current, Cc) product of vo ltag e, curren t,
and the angle betweenthem, and Cd) a physical or design force: such as a control spring.
When the current or voltage applied to the magnetic attnlCtion unit exceeds the pick up
value, the operating coil will provide a force to overcome the restraint, causing the
contacts to change position . The magnetic induction units operate by torque derived from
the interaction of fluxes produced by an electromagnet with those from induced currents
in the plane of a rotatab le aluminium disc. In the D'Arsonval unit, a moving coil is
energized by direct curren t, which reacts with the air gap flux to create rotational torque.
In a thermal unit, as the temperance changes, the diffem1t coe fficients of tbennaJ.
expansion of the bimetallic strips cause the free end of the coil to move. A contact
attached to the free end will then operate based on the temperature change (IJ. The
advantag es of an electro mechanical relay are the simpl icity involved and low cost .
The solid-state relays we combinations of solid-state components which are
designed wing de voltage signals to perform the logic fimctions . In solid-sta te relays.
fault sensin g and data processing logic circuits use power system inputs to determine if
any intolerab le system conditi ons exist within the relay's zone of protection. In this case,
the measumnent of electrical quantiti es is performed by the static network. The output
signal operates a tripping device when the threshold condition is exceeded. Compared to
the elec tromechanical relay s. the performance of the solid-state re lays is superio r, it bas
reduced size and is faster in operation. It hasa longer life and o ffers high resistance to
shock and vibration (5] . Due to the absence of mechanical inerti a, a high resettin g value
can be obtained. Some of the disad vantages associated with the solid -state relay are me
low sbcn-umeoverload capacity and vol tage withstand capability.
2.6.2 Digital Relays
A digital relay bas the remarkable capabili ty of sampling voltages and currents at
very high spee d, retainin g fault information and performing self-chec king functio ns . A
major requirement of a digi tal relay is to estimate precise ly and quicldy the electriCal.
distance to the faul t. Some of the features provided by digital relays are good
communication capability, automatic self-testing, fault locating , metcriDg and toed-
encroachment logic [7] . Many algorithms (or digital distance protection have been
proposed [6. 19, 20] with the aim of improving the speedef the relayin g deci sion. Among
them, the most common ones are the Fourier algorithm, Kalman filtering algorithm and
the Walsh.algori thm . The performanc e of these algorithms depend s upon the accuracy of
estimatin g the fundam ental freq uency components of voltages and curre nts from a few
samp les. Most of the existing algorithms in use for digi tal relaying are based on the
waveform itself. i e.. the voltage or the curren t, The fundamental frequenc y voltage and
curren t phasors are used for the impedance relaying. A distance relay filter must save the
fundamental frequency components andreject the noise signals . The relay response to the
noise signals depends on the filtering process .
Usual ly, any non-fundamental frequen cy signal consti tutes an error [6, 21]. The
relay voltage and curren t are full of harmonics and dc offset. The digital relays are
capable of filtering this noise by suitable algorithms without produc ing seco ndary
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transients. The filtering extracts the fundamental frequency components and the
magnitude and angle of the impedance is calculated. Based on these fundamental
ftequcncy values.a tripping or ncrtrippmg decisio n is made.
In addition to the Fourier. Walsh and Harr filters. it is found that a sine-eosine
filter exhibits good response when de offset is present in the current signal and the voltage
is contamina ted with high frequency damped oscilla tions [19]. Algorithms based on a
variable samplin g frequency wil l be able to extract the fundame ntal frequency
components aCthe fault signals correctly. and at the same time , the burden of computation
is greatly reduced [20].
The disadvantage of the microprocessor relays is that they cannot adapt
dynamically to the system operating condi tions. If presented wi th a noisy signal , there is a
possibility of an incorrect operation. A digital distance relay based on Fourie r algorithm
was simulated. the results c f whicb will bepresented in chapter 3 of the thesis .
2.6.3 Recent Trends
Recentl y there has been considerable interest in ANN based protecti on relays (S.
12. 15, 16] . ANNs have the capa bility of learnin g and self-organizatio n [22]. ANNs are
being used for problem solving applica tions in fields related to power engin eering. An
inherent advantage of using ANN based algorithm for protective relaying is the
possibility of shorter trip decisions and robustness to cbanging system conditio ns.
The motivation of using ANN based algorithms for transmission line relaying
stem from the fact that ANNs possess excellent noise immuni ty, robustness. fault-
tolerance and generalization capability. ANN applicatio ns in transmission line relaying
arc: related to improvements in distance: relaying. Conventional algo rithms try to
determine the faul t area corresponding to the re lay by the estimation of impedance or
distance using current and voltage measurements. Algorithms based on ANN make use of
the pattern recognition capabili ty . A detail revi ew of some of the appl ications o f ANN for
transmi ssion line relaying wi ll be presen ted in chapter 4.
2.7 Transmission Line Fault Locator
When a fault occurs on the transmission line, it is very important to find the
location of the fault, in order to clear the fault. Locating faults on transmission lines with
high accunlCy acce lera tes the main tenance opera tion and saves time and e ffort. The
degree of accwacy required in cl earin g the faults is ever increasin g. The fault loca tion is
determined by the measurement of the impedance between the relaying location and the
fault.
Considerab le work. has been done in developing digital techniques for loca ting
faults on transmission lines . Fault location techniques tha t use fundamental frequency
voltages and currents have been proposed [13, 14]. However, the effect of fault resistance
is not taken into accoun t. Also, the algorithms fail to estimat e the fault loca tion during the
changes in the system confi guratio n such as different fault res istance and loading
condition . ANN based protectio n schemes have showed enco uraging results. To impro ve
the accuracy of fault locato rs, ANN based fault loca tors are recentl y proposed in [ I S, 16].
"Applications of ANN for fault locati on in trcmsmission line will be presen ted more in
detail in chapter 4 .
2.8 Summary
This chapter has exp lained the general operating prin ciple of distance protection
of transmission lines . An overview of the three -phase distance relays and the perfo rmance
equations governin g the sequence networks have been provided . Due to the presence of
the fault resistance , the impedan ce measured by • distance relay is different from me
actual impedance, leading to overreach or undern:acb. conditions. The fault resistance: bas
to be accounted for while designing an algorithm for transmi ssion line protection.
Distance relays for transm ission line protection have evolved from electro mechanical
relays to solid-stat e relays followed by microproce ssor based (digital) relays . The recent
trend in the arca of transmission line protection is ANN based-relay. Relays based on
ANN algorithm show promising results . A review of the ANN applications for
transmission line relaying and the motivation for investig atin g an ANN based rela y in this
research will be discussed in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Digital Distance Relays for Protection of
T ransmission Lines
3.1 Introduction
The alfailability of high speed. low cost microprocessors has led to the
devdopment of digital protective relay s for tnnsmission line prot ection. A digital relay, by
its very nature, makes a measurement of power system quantities of interest (;.~•• vo ltages
and currents) and then makes a relaying decision based on these measure ments . This is in
co ntrast to conve ntional relays, where the operating characteristic is inherent in the relay
design. Digital relays provide large setting ranges. high-speed operation, programmability
and are low in cost. Digital relays also provide comnunication capability . Due to these
advan tages. digit&l.relays find wide application inelectric power util ities.
In this cha pter, the bloc k diagram of . typical computer relay architecture will be
described. As long as there is no fault, the voltage and ecrreer wavefonns are purely
sinuso idal. When there is a fault, the post-fault vo ltage and curren t waveforms ace
distorted. Mmy algorithms are proposed to attact the fundamental frequency component
ofvoltage and current waveforms. A full cydeFouricr algorithm used in the digital relay is
present ed in this chapter. The tnnsmission Iinc model used in the simulation will be
described in detail. foUowed by the EMTP procedure used to obtain the data for
simula tion . The simulatio n resul ts obtained for the transmi ssion line model considered.
using Fourie r algorithm will be presented .
3.2 Computer Rela y Architecture
The basic tasks of a computer relay is acceptin g the inputs., processin g the inputs.
giving an output representing a system quan tity and making a decision. The inputs to the
relay are voltages and curr ents . To obtain a digital representation of these quantities, the
analog signals are sampled using suitable data acquisition systems .
Fig. 3.1 represents a configu ration for a digital relay (2). The current and voltage
signal s obtained from current and voltage transfo nner must be scaled down. The current
and voltage signalsare processed by the surg e filters to suppress or remove the surge
presen t in them.. Surges are usually created by faults and switching operations on the
power system. The high frequency transients are removed by the anti-aliasing fihers that
have a low Q.lt-off'frequency . The Analog to Digjtal Converter" (ADC) converts the analog
signal s to digital form. The sample-and-hold circuit is used to obtain simultaneous
sampling ofall signals. The sampling clock provides pulses at the sampling frequency. The
co re of the digital relay is the algorithm used . The processor executes the relay programs ,
maintains the various timing functio ns and communica tes with the peripheral environment.
"The relaying algorithm processes the sampled data to produce a digital output. Thi s output
will be used to giVIC trip signals to ciraJit breakers . which will isolate the faulted
transmission line.
Figure 3.1: Block diagram ofa computer relay
lJ
3.3 Fourier Algorithm
A fault in a transmissio n line increases curreat magnitude and decreases voltage
magnitude and chang es the phase shift between them.. The fault also causes transients or
noise , such as de offset and harmonics. Transients may lead to relay malfunction.~
the relay is assumedto be fed only with sinusoidal quantities . Thus . any event or fault
generated noise needsto be removed or filtered from the relaying voltages or curren lSand
then fed to the relay.
Full-cycle Fourier algo rithm is one of the co mmo nly used algorithms fo r filtering
out the transients present in the post fault voltage and current waveforms [19, 20]. This
algo rithm uses consecut ive sam pled values of voltage and current and evaluates the
fundamental freq uency co mpone nt o f the voltage and current. These com ponen ts are then
used to determine the apparent impedance . Appare nt impedance is the loop im pedance
using the voltages and curren ts that the relay receives [ 1]. A digital relay based on full -
cyc le Fourie r algorithm was simulated as an initial part of the work. Full-cycle Fourier
algorithm is chosen for this study beca use of its good frequency response [21].
In the simplest form. a Fourier algorithm extracts the fundamental pbasor from
samp les ofa periodi c signal taken at equal intervals over a full period oftbe signal. Taken
over a full period, the Fourier calcul ation rejects harm onics of the fundamental freq uency.
Any periodic waveform can be represented by a fundamental and series of harmonic
frequencies [1. 17]. The n'" harmonic component of the signal is represented by the
Fourie r series, given by equa tion (3. 1).
f,, (l) .. a"cos(m"l) +6" sin(m"I)
2 Toll
a" =~_L~{t) cos(fIO)/)dr
2 Tof2
b. =r._!,~(t)sm(""")dl
andj{l) - the original function
To =the period of lhe waveform
n = the ordc:r o f the harmoni c
(3.1)
(32)
(3.1)
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The sum of the product of the function and the sine of the frequency that is to be
extracted. taken over the period of the fundamental, produces a total that contains only the
desired frequency . This is the fundamental premise of fourier analysis. The comparab le
di gital process involves the multip lication of individual samples by stored values from a
referen ce sinewave as represented by eq uations (3 .4) and (3 .6) and summing the products
ove r a full cycle .
K '" number of samples
N = sam ples per cycle
N - l
Ac - r. !K (l)CAK
K • •
C AK " ico{2n ~)
N-l
AS - 'EIK(t )C SKK"
CSK =im{21t~)
(3 .4)
(3 .5)
(3 .6)
(3.7)
"Only the fimdamentaIfrequency is required for line protection usingthe impedance
concept. Frequency response a f the fuU-eycle Fourier alg orithm is presented in Fig. 3 .2,
which shows that the full-.cycle Fourier algorithm fihen out the de offset and the non-
fundamentaJ. frequency compoDeDU, upto half the sampling rare. The anti-aliasin g filter
needs to filter out harmonics above N!2. The frequency respo nse o f the Fourier algorithm
is summarized in Table 3.1. For a pure sinusoidal waveform, only the fundamental
frequency c:omponent is present. as seen from Table 3.1.
Figure 3.2: Frequeocyresponse offuU cycle Fourier algorithm
Table 3.t: Frequency components of Fourier algorithm (17]
DC Fundamental 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th Harmonics
o 100% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3.4 Desc ription of the Transmission Line Model
A 345 kV. l60 mile transmission line was simulated using Electromagnetic
T ransi ents Program (EMTP ). for various fault cases [23J. The pwpose of this simulatio n
is to oblain the data needed for the design of the full-cycle Fourier algorithm. The single-
line diagram o f the transmi ssion line model is shown in Fig . 3.3 [24J. A gene rator is
connected thro ugh a step-up trans former to a 345 kV transmission line. A dis tance relay R
is assumed to be at this substation. The transmission line is 160 mi les long and is
connected to a 400 MYA generating station at the sending end and an equivalent of a
large interconnected system. at the receiving end . AD represents the transmi ssion line. and
F is the fault point . It is custo mary to set zone I of prot ec tion between 85% and 90% of
the line length {2J. The zone of protection is selected to be 90% of the line. The detail s of
the transmission line parameters are given in appendix A.
A R
Figure 33: Single line diagram ofthe transmiss ion line model
(Voltage at substation A · 1.02 p.u, Voltag e at subs tation 8 = 0.97 p.u)
(AB = length of transmissi on line. R - relay, F - fault)
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Four types of fitults namely. single-line-tI>ground f4ult (between phase a •
ground), pbase-to- phasc h uh (between pba.ses a • b), two-phase-to-ground fault (between
phases a - b - ground) and three phase fault(between phases a - b - c) are simuJuedusing
the EMTP program, The sampling rate is chosen to be 16 samples/cycle. For a umpling
rate of 16 samples per fuIk:ycl e window of the input sign.al., the sampling instants will be
fo r every 360"/16 - 22 .5°. Fo r eachcycle. there will be 32 rr.ultip lieati ons and the twnbcr
of additionslsubtRctions will be 32.
The location of the faul t poin t is selected at 400/0, Wh. 80"/0, and 95% of the
transmissio n line. Th e data fo r vari ou s fault types is generated for a faul t res istance ReofO
nand 10 n in the fault path. The instant offault occurrence Ii' is chosen to be at anangle
of 0° and 90<'. The fault switch is suddenly closed when the vo ltage waveform just crosses
the time axis scale, to represent the fault occurring at 0° and the fault switch is closed
when the voltage wavefonn bas reached its pcB: to represent the fault occurring at 90"
case . Five cycles of data are obt~ed. with 2 cycles of pre-faul t co ndition and J cydes of
post-faul t condition.
3.5 General Procedure for EMTP Simulatio n
EMTP software is used to simu.late the transmissio n line mood shown in Fig. ] .3,
to obtain the voltages and curre nts. EMTP is • computer program for simulating
electromagnetic., electro mechanical and control system transients on multiphase electric
power systems. The EMTP wu developed in the late 196O' s by Dr. Hermann Dommel, u
a digital computer counterpart to the analog Transient Network Analyzer (TNA) [23].
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Distributed parameter model of the high voltage transmission line is considered for this
study. Ibis EMTP code is written in FORTRAN language, with every node represented
by a name and the component values indicated between these node: names . EMTP
provides provision to change the time step accordingly, so as to obtain the desired
sampling rate. To simulat e the condition of faults occurring at different lengths of
trans mission line. the corre spondin g impedance is selected and the desired fault resistance
is inserted at that point. For the simulation of faults occurring at a particular angle, the
angle is con verted to the correspo nding time and the fault switch is closed at that instant
oftime .
The voltage data of a faulted phase, . as attained from the transm ission line mode l,
for an a phase to ground fault at 80'1e of the transmission line from the relay location.
with fault resistance oron and the fault inception ang le lp at 0 0 is sho wn in Fig . 3.4. As
seen from Fig. 3.4, the pos t-fault voltage has decrease d in magnitude and is highly
distorted . Th e pest-fault current has increased in magnitude and contains a de-offset. The
voltage and current wave forms obtained from the EMTP are exported to an Excel file and
later converted into a text file . Ibis text file contains the voltage and curren t data at the
required sampliDg rate.
For obtaining the data to design the ANN based algorithm, many cases of fault are
simulated and the details will bepresented in chapter 5.
"Figure 3.4: Voltage and current ofthe faulted phase
(phase a to ground fault at 80"10 of the line, R, - 0 n, <p- 0")
3.6 Si mulation Resul ts
A digital relay based on full-eyc le Fourier algorithm is simulated. The aim is to
extract the: fundamental freq uency compo nents from the fault signals and then to evaluate
the impedan ce. Few typical fault cases were consi dered, and the response of the Fourier
algori thm for the faults was obtained using MATLAB [25].
The performance o f this algorithm for the stngle -hne-to-groued fault at phase a at
400/.. 60%, 80% and 95% of the tIansmission line and with fault res istance Rrof 0 Q and
fault incep tion angle <pof0°, is plotted in the impedance trajectory , as shown in Fig. 3.5.
In Fig. 3.5, AC represents 90% of the line , which is taken as the zone ofprotcct ion, and
PF represents the pre-fa ult loading co ndition. The line AC is drawn at an angl e of 75°,
which is taken as the stan dard impedance angle, to the x-axis represented by the resistance
[2]. Since the samplin g rate is taken as 16 samp lcslcyc.le, the first 16 points are
concen trated at a poin t (represen ted by PF in Fig. 3.5) conespondin g to the pre-fault
impedance. The trajecto ry moves from the point corresponding to the pre -fault loading to
a point ins ide the relay operatin g characteristi cs, The time take n to reach this point is
around 24 points, which conesponds to abo ut 1~ cycl es. As seen from Fig . 3.5, for the
case of fault occurring at 95% o f the line, the trajectory never reecbes a poin t inside the
circle. A trip signaJ is iss ued for faults occurrin g at 40%, 6()O/o and 80% of the
transmission line, whereas for the case of fault occwring at 95% of the transmission line,
no trip signal is given .
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Figure 3.5 : Distance relay b1ljectory for phase a to ground fau lt.,Itt : 0 n
(Fault at 40% . 6OY.. &0% and 95% of the transmi ssion line., cp= 0")
AC -+~" of the line., PF -. Pre-fault loading condition
Figure 3.6 represents [he impedance trajectory for the singl e- line-to-ground fault
at phase: a with faul t resistance Rt-of 10 n and lp of 0°. line AC in Fig.. 3.6 represents
9()O/eofthe line and line AD represents 80"/0of the line . As seen in Fig. 3.6. for the case of
fault occwrio:g at 95% of the line, the trajectory has moved inside the circ le, whi ch should
not have been the case. As discussedin chapter 2.,the effect of faul t resistance present at
the fault location is general ly to reduce the effecti ve reach of the measuring element .
Hence for the fault occurring at 95% of the line, which is outs ide the zone of protection,
the Fourier algo rithm fails to identify it correc tly. Also . though the trajectory reac hes the
zone of protecti on described by the circle. it fails to reach the exact operating line AC. In
order to accommodate the effect of fault resistance. the trip zo ne is shaped in the form of
a circ le so that for faults occurring within the zone o f protection. the impedance trajec tory
falls inside the circle .
In case the zone o f protection is selected to be 80% of the line from the relay
location. then for the case of fault occurring at 95% . the Fourier algo rithm will be ab le to
identify it clearl y as fau lt occurring outsi de the trip zone , as seen from Fig. 3.6. the
smal ler circle in Fig . 3.6 is for the case when the zone ofprotcetion is consid ered as 80%
of the line. The results have been verified for faults occurring at different lengths of the
transmission line. Thus, for the Fourier algori thm to work accura tely. the zone of
protection will be limi ted. Eno r co mpensation techniques are availab le to overco me the
possible overreach condition and th us provide accurate relaying [26].
Figure 3.7 represen ts the impedanc e trajectory for the single-line-to-ground fault
at phase a with fault resistance Rr of 0 n and fault inception angle of 90° . For this case,
"the Fourier algorithmidentifies the faultscorrectly. The response is similar to the one
obtained in Fig. ] .5.
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Figure3.6 : Di5l&nce relay trajecto ry forphasea to ground fault. Rt= 10 0:
(Fault &1 40%, 60%, SO-hand 95% of the transmission line, q> -OO)
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Figure 3.7: Distance relaytrajectoryfor phaseato ground fault, Rc= 0 n
(Fault at 400/a. 60%,80"/0 and95% of the transmissionline, IJl.-0 90°)
AC -+ 90%of the line.PF -+ Pre-faultloading condition
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The distance re lay aajeaory for the three phase fault (a-b-c) at 40%, 600/.., 80%
and 95% from the relay end of the ttansmissi on tine is as shown in Fig. 3.8. The fault
resistance Rris 0 Q and fault inception angle q:t is OD. As in the case of phase a - ground
fault, the Fouri er algori thm accunttcly classifies the faults occ urring within the tri p region
(faul ts at 40010, 60% .80% c f the line) and outs ide it (fault at 95% ofthc line).
The response of the Fourier algorithm for the thre e phase fault (a-b-c) at 40%,
600/0, 800/a and 95% of the transmission line and with Rrof 10 Q and ql at 00 is sho wn in
Fig. 3.9. Since a faul t resistance of 10 Q is included in the fault path, an overreach
cond ition as explained in chaptet 2 is enco untered and the Fourier algorithm fails to
identify the faul t case at 95% of the line to be outside the trip region. The circle wi th
diameter AD represents the case of 80% zone of protection, As explained above, the
Fouri er algo rithm identifies all the fault cases accurately for a smal ler zone ofproteetion.
For the case when the fault occurs at Rrof 0 Q and '¥ of 90-, the distance relay
trajectory is as shown in Fig. 3.10. As seen from the figure, a trip decision is given after
around 24-25 poin ts corresponding to about 1Y.a cycles for faults occurring at 40%, 6Q01o
and 80% oftbe line. For the faultcec urring at 95 % of the line. no trip signal is given,
Similar results are obtained for the pbase-to-p hase fault and two-phase-to-ground
faults. Since the performance equations of the sequence networks for two- pbase-to-
ground fault are similar to that for pbase-to-phase fault. the impedance trajectories for
these two cases resem ble each other.
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Figure 3.8 : Distance relay trajectory for phase a . b · c fault, R,-= 0 Q
(Fault at 40'10. 60%, 80% and 95% ofthe transmission line, ql = 0°)
AC -+ 90% of the line, PF -+ Pre-fault loading condition
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Figure 3.9: Distancerday trajectory for phase a - b - c fault. Rc- 10 (1
(Fault at 40"/e. 00-/0. 80'"' and 95% of the transmission line.cp- (0 )
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The simulati on resul ts indicate that the Fourier algorithm is quite accura te when
the fault resistance is zero . In the presence of a fault resistanc e, the Fourier algorithm will
be able to classify the faults clearly into triplno trip region when the zone of protection is
limited to a smaller portion of the line. A smaller zone of pro tection compromises in
speed,The reliability an d the speed of the Fourier algorithm depends on the efficiency
and accuracy of extracting the power frequency components. This algorithm does not
have the ability to adapt dynamically to the system operatin g conditions . Many other
algorithms are available which can give a faster trip decision {6, 19, 20].
3.7 Summary
This chapter has described typical digital distance relays for transmi ssion line
protection. EMTP was used to simula te the transmi ssion line model used in this study. A
digital relay based on Fourier algorithm was simulated.. This algorithm used the
consecutive sampled val ues of voltage and CUlT'CTlt and evaluated the fundameotal
frequency components . These components were then used to determine the apparent
impedance. The digital relay based on Fourier algorithm. is found to be accurate for
shorter zones of protecti on. The results obtained using Fourier algorithm will be
compared with that obtained using the proposed ANN based algorithm in chapter 6.
Chapter 4
Artificial Neura l Network for Transmission Line
Rela ying
4.1 Introduc tion
The potentials ofArtificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have attra cted researchers to
solve prob lems related to vari ous fid ds such as co ntrol systems. robotics. and recently in
power systems engineering. ANN! Ir e po werful in patt ern recognitio n and class ification,
and poss ess gen eralization capabilities . The application of ANN to power systems became
well establi shed in the late eighties and have beentried as weu as implement ed in the areas
of power system monitoring, control and protection- This chapter presents the basic
concepts of ANN! and their ap plica tion to transmissi on line protection. A review of the
existing literature on ANN approach to distance protection and RUIt location in a
transmission line indicates that the results are encouraging. The proposed ANN based
algorithm for transmission line relayin g will be presented in this chapte r.
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4.2 Artifi cia l Neura l Networks
A neural octwori:: is a massi vely paralle l distnb uted processor tha t bas a natural
prope nsity for sto ring experiential knowledge and makin g it available for usc at a later
stag e (21]. It is an information processing syste m that extracts information from the input
andproduces an output conesponding to the extracted informati on. ANNs arc insp ired by
the bio logical brain in hopes of achieving human- like performance in solving certain
difficult problems.. An ANN cons ists of a large Dumber ofprocessing units analogous to
neurons, jo ined to each oth er by some fonn oflinbgc anal ogous to the synapsesfrom the
biological counterpart. The presence of high degree of connectivity between neurons
gives neural netw orks an enormous parall el structure with signifi can t fault to lerance .
Artificial neural networks provide the method of mapp ing a set o f input and o utput
varia bles by learnin g the we ights assoc iated with the interconnections of the neurons and
the thresho lds whi ch activate the neuron [22].
4.2.1 Neuron Model
A neuron is an information processing unit that is fundamental to the operation of
a neural network. The inputs to a neuron include its bias b and the sum of its weighted
inputs . Tbe output oCa neuron depends on the neuron' s inputs and on its trans fer functio n.
A single neuron with xp inputs is shown in Fig . 4.1. Each inp ut is weighted with a we igbt
w. Th e sum of the weighted inputs and the bias fonns the input to the trans fer fun ction <po
In mathematical terms , the outputy of a neuro n ! is described by equation (4.1).
(4.1)
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XI. x l ' _• . ...• .• X, are the input signals,
Wt /o wu • . .....w*'" are the syna ptic weights of neuron k.
(42)
UJ: is the linear combiner" output. bt is the bias, IVis the activation function and Yt is the
output signal of tbc neuron.
X I ","-Weights Summing Activation 0 tp t
r~junction functio n U U1 kl Yi:Inpu ts • E IjI• Wid' !Bias hI:
Figure: 4.1: GeneralNeuro n Model
The activation function defines the output of a neuron in terms oftbe activity level at
its input. The commonly used activation or transfer functions are:
1. Hard limit transfer function
2. Linear transfer function
J. Sigmoid trans fer function
The bard limi t transfer functiOD depicted in Fig. 4.2(a) limits the output of the neuro n to
eithe r 0 or I . Thehard limit transferfunction is mathematically represented as:
w( v) sc{I if v ~O
o v <O
'1'(.)
_ _ '1__
Figure 4 .2(a): Hardlimit transfer function
The linear transfer functio n represented by Fig. 4.2(b) takes Linear values between 0 and
I . The linear transfer function can be mathematically expressed as :
v ~ O.5
05 > v >-0.5
v~-o.5
..Q•.5 0 0-.5
Figure 4.2(b) : Linear trans fer function
The sigmoid transfer functi on is differentiable . The sigmoid function can be either log-
sigmoid or tan-s igmo id. The log-si gmoid function assumes a contin uous range of values
from 0 to I , while a tan-sigmoid functi on assumes a co ntinuous range o f values from - I to
+1. The log-s igmoid and tan- sigm oid transfer function are mathematically represented as :
'I'( v) =logsig{v) = - '-
I+ e- ""
(4.3)
(4.4)
The log-sigmoid transfer function is shown in Fig. 4.2(c). The slope param eter" can be
varied to obtain different shape s of the log-sigmoid transfe r function . A prope r decision
has to be made whi le se lecting the transfer functions for the neural network srrucnce. If
the output of the ANN is to be limi ted between 0 and 1, log-sigm oidal transfer function
should be chosen and if the ANN output is a continuos rang e ofvalucs betwee n +1 and -I ,
tan-sigmoidal transfer functi on should be selected.
w(v) ;
Figure 4.2(c): Log-sigmoid trans fer function
"4.2.2 Netwo r k Architectur e
The mo st important class of neural networks is the feedfoward neural netwo rks, In
a feedforward neural network, the input signal propaga tes throu gh the netwo rk in a
forward direction, on a layer-by-layer basis. A layered neural network is a netwo rk. of
neurons organized in the Conn of layers. In its s implest form. a single-layer feedforward
network.consists of an input layer of source cedes that projects ooto an output layer of
neurons . Figure 4 .3 illustrates the structure of a simple two layer netwo rk,
Input laye r Output layer
Inputs~OntpUI
Figure 4.3 : Feedforward network wi th two laye rs
Multilaye r feedforward neural networks (FFNN) are widely used in power system
applications [8-12. 15. 16). Multilayer fecdforward neural networks have one or more
hidden layers. whose computation nodesare correspol1ding.ly cal led hidden neurons or
hidden units . Figure 4.4 shows a three layer fully connected fcedforward newaI network
in which each node represen ts a single neuron. Neurons in a given layer receive inputs
from neurons in the layer immediately below it and send their outp uts to neurons in the
layer immediately above it, The function of hidden neurons is to intervene betweenthe
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external input and the network output. By adding one or more hidden layers. the network
is able to extract higher order statistics. for the eeworc acquires a global perspective
despit e its local connectivity by virtue of the extra synapti c connections and the extra
dimension ofneural interactions .
Inputlayer Hidden layer Output layer
Inpu ts
Figure 4.4 : Structure of a three layer Ceedforwar d network
4.2.3 Backpropagation Algorithm
The most popular method of training a Layered peecepeon neural network is
through error backpropagatio n [8-12, IS. 16]. Thesenetworks learn from examples by
constructing an input-ou tp ut mapping for the pro blem at hand. Backpropagation is an
example of supervised learning where . in order to learn, the ne twor k: requires a set of
examples consistin g of the inp ut values and targe t output values. These targ et output
values are thenused as a bas is for correction of weights and biases . The sigmoid transfer
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function is commonly used in backpropagation networks [8· 12]. The baclcpropagation
algorithm consists of several forward and backward passes through the different layers of
the netwo rk:
Forward pass : In this. the input vecto r is applied to the nodes of the network and its
effect propagates through the netwo rk layers in the forward direction until it reaches
the output layer. Finally, a set of outputs is produced as the actual response of the
network. Durin g this pass.there is no change in the weight and the bias.
Backward pass: During this pass . the weights are all adjusted in accordance with the
error correction rule . An error is the difference betweenthe target and actua l response.
Th e targ et is known as it is speci fied before traini ng the ANN and the actua l response
is obtained through the forward pass . The erro r signal is propagated backward thro ugh
the network. The weights and biases arc adjusted so as to make the actual respo nse of
the netwo rk closer to the desired response.
4.2.4 Trainin g Issues in Applying Backpropaga tion Algorithm
Trained backpropagation networks tend to give reasonab le answers when
presented with inputs that they have nev er seen (22. 27}. But, baclcpropagation algorithm
depends upon a number of training issues, some of which arc training functions,
initializa tion. stopping criteria, num ber of hidden neurons used and so 00. To make use of
the MA TLAB neural network too lbox. a program is simulated that includes the input
data, the corresponding target outp uts and the assoclared training fun ctions. The training
process is a means by which the netwo rk adapts itself to the desired output and thus
"organizes the info rmatio n within itself:. The neural network tool box of MA TLAB
provides provision to change the training parameters on which the backpropagation
algorithm.depends. so tha t a good ncuraJ. network can be designed [27].
4.2.4.1 Training Function s
The MATLAB neural network toolbox is used for trainin g and testin g the
network. Some of the trainin g functions available in the MATLAB neural network
toolbox. for the design of'tbe network are crainhpx . rrainbpm and rrainIm (27).
rrui" bpx
Simple baclcpropagation (rroi nhp) is very slow because it requires smalileaming rates for
stable learning . Trainbpx uses techniq ues called momen tum and an adap tive learning rate
to increase the speedand reliability of backpropagation. Trainbps: is much better than
trainbp in terms of speed as well as reliability. Backpropagation as implemented in
trainbpx is based on grad ient de scent, in whic h the param eters such as we ights and biases .
are moved in the opposi te direc tion to the error gradient. After each step. the gradi ent
results in smaUer erro rs until an erro r minimum is reached.
Trainbp m
The function trainbpm is similar to trainbpx. but hasmore trainin g param eters. It is used
so that the network would not get stuck in a shallow minimum. It acts like a low pass
filter and allows the network to ignore small features in the error surface.
" ,
Trrnnlm
The function trainIm gives better performance sinceit uses an approximation ofNewto n's
method called Levenberg.Marquardt. This optimizatio n technique is more powcfu.I than
gradient descent, but requires more memory .
4.2.4.2 Initia lizati on
Every multilayer feed£orward nctworlt is associated with a set of weights and
biases. Weight! and biases should be initialized to small. rand om values . usually between
±<l.5 [22, 27}. A good choice of initi al values for the we ight s and biase s will lead to a
successful network design. The wrong choice of initialization values can lead to a
condition called premature saturation, where the instantaneous sum of squared errors
remains almost constant for some period of time during the leaming precess. There is a
choice for initializing the weights and biases using one of th ese three functions available in
the neural network too lbo x:
(a> nwlog -+ This function uses the Nguycn-Wuirow random generator for logsig
(b) owtan -+ This function uses the Nguyen-Wadrow random generator for lansig
(e) rands .....This function is used in the genera tion of symmetric:rando m numbers.
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4.2.4.3 Stopping Criteria
The backpropagation algorithm is considered to have co nverged when the absolute
rate of change in the average squared error per epoch is sufficiently small Each epoch or
training iteration represen ts the presentation of the set of training vecto rs to a nerwcrk and
the ca1cu1ationof new weights and biases . The error goal to be achieved is pre-defined in
the code for designing the ncu:ral network, In a well designed network, with increasing
epochs. the error starts decreasing.
4.2.4.4 Hidden Neu rons
Networks are quite sensitiv e to the Dumber CrOWrODS in their hidden layers. lf too
few neurons are selected, the netw ork will not be able to [earn all of the patterns correct ly.
Too many neuro ns will result in the netwo rk tending to memorize the patterns instead o f
learning to detect the g1ob.1l features of the putem.
4.3 Applications of ANN to Transmission Line Protection
ANN based algorithms ha ve given encouraging results in the area of transmission
line protection [8-12. IS, 16]. Most of the repon ed literature using ANN are aimed at
improvements in the following areas of transmission line protection.
Dist ance Relaying
FaultClassification
Fault Locatio n
Fault Direction
"The present area of work focuses on distance relaying and fault location. A review of the
earlier work using ANN in these areas is presented in the fono wing sections
4J.l ANN Approach to Distance Protection
Distance relays are widely applied to protect transmission lines. ANNs. being a
relativel y new branch of artifici al intellige nce with promising results , are be ing adopted in
the relays for distance protectio n oftransmission lines.
ANN based distance relay is found to keep the reach accuracy. even with the
changes in the nctworlc.confi guration (8]. The ow:m:ach trend of the balf..qcle Discrete
Fouri er T~orm (DFr) is unceled out by the proposed scheme. The stud y co ncentrated
on phase a to earth faults with backpropagation algorithm used for the training. The
magnitu des cf'the vo ltage and curren t phasors co rresponding to the post-fault fundamental
frequ ency formed the inputs. The learning process converged in about 80,000 cycles and
too k 2 hours of computing time . The algorithm is found to be reliable and abo ut 95% of
the test cases estimated the expected answer for the ANN distance relay.
ANN can also remove dc-offset from theconup ted voltage and current. signals and
provide a quick:opcming decision [l a, II). The proposed ANN based algorithm is trained
with the inpu t patterns of dist orted signals within a quarter cycle datawindow and with the
target patterns of real or imaginary values of power frequency components of the signals .
Fo ur artificial neural networks having the same structure with different weights are used in
the distanc e re laying algo rithm. Two of them are for the real and imaginary values of the
current phasors and the other two fo r vo ltage pbuors respectively. Each inp ut pa tt ern
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consists ofeight sam ples of a quarter cycle of tbe power frequenc y. The first hidden layer
bas 20 units and the second bas 4 units . The error backpropagatiOD method is used to train
the algorithm. Each current neuralnetwork.required about 200 hours of training time and
about 6 bows for each voltage network. Tbe impedance locus is found to have good
convergence characteristics for various setting s.
An ANN based distance relay shows good performance in detecting a single-lin e-
to-ground fault with nonlinear areing resistance along the whole transmission Line[12]. A
mathematical nonlinear arc resistance mode l is used in the study . A three layered neural
network with baek-propaga tion learnin g algori thm is used.with 5 units in the bidden
layer. The input signals to the network are the measured impedance of the faulted
t:ransm.ission line , the apparent impedance angle of the transmission line and the system
equivalent reactance. The ANN relay adapted to source impedance changes and
responded correctly.
A neural netwo rk fault area estimator that determines the fault are a directl y is
found to give reliable results indicating whether a fault is inside or outside the protection
area [9J. A feed-forward multilayer percep tron using backpropagation meth od is used.
with 3-pbase voltages and curren ts as the input. the time Deeded to train the network is
abo ut 12 hours. A compariso n ofconventio nal algorithms and the ANN based approach
using different fault data showed that the ANN classification is faster and has better
class ification qualities compared to the conventional algorithms. The obtain ed. results
indic ate that noise and harmonics do not impair the class ificatio n quality, but the
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classifi cation is DOt perfectly clear for fault location. at the boundary of the zone of
pro tection for the transmis sion line.
In the preliminary case study of the application of ANN in transmission line
protection, single-pbase-to-ground faults are examined (28). The input aCthe ANN of the
Multilayer Perceptro n (ML P) type consists of the criterion signals positive seque nce
impedance compooents (R.. X) seen from the relaying point and the zero....sequc:nce current
amplitude calculated by a measurement processor. The ANN decided whether the input
data indica tes an internal fault or not. after 10 ms from fawt inception,
An adaptive digital distance relay that maintains the reach accuracy of the
transmi ssion line is propo sed (29}. An ideal trip region is se lected for a given fixed
system conditions. Four feedforward neural networks are designed for trip region
identification. The measured values of resistance and impedan ce as seen by the relay
{enos the inputs. The output accura tely identifi es whether the fault is inside or outsi de the
protection zone. However. when there is a change in the power flow or source capaci ties.
the relay operating region has to be updated.
4.3.2 ANN App roach to Fa ult Location
Accurate estimates of the fault location are desirable for inspection, maintenan ce
and repair of the actual fault. Locatin g faults on transmission lines with high accuracy
accelerates the maintenance operation and saves time and effort. Fault loca tion also
enables fast restoration of the transmiss ion to service.
..
A feedfo rward oc:unJ. network that estimates the faul t location in a series
compensated line, hasprovided enco uragin g results [ IS]. The network: consi sts of three
layers , the input laye r with 10 inp uts and the hidden layer with 9 neurons . Th e algorithm
is found to pro vide acetmltc results. half cycle after fault inception. The initial data
window after the fault contains pre-fault data only. It is justi fied that in practice. a
transient fault detector wo uld start the data window after fault inception with the
trajectories not crossing the operating zone for the faults outside the ZODe.
A fault locator proposed in [16] using bac:kpropagation algorithm and learnin g
vector quantization has been able to locate faults with reasonable accuracy . The fault
loca tor consists cf twc networks, a main network and an auxi liary network. Th e output of
the main network indicates the fault loca tion in per unit (p.u) of the length of the line. The
output of the auxiliary networks representing the time reference points of the input wave
Coons the inputs to the main network. The auxiliary DCtwodc.consis ts of 400 input nodes .
18 nodes in the hidden layer and 18 output nodes. The eesuns indicate tha t ANN s could
be used as a pattern recognition too l to estimate the fault loca tion.
A fault locator for series compensated lines has been investigated [30J and the
results demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed.approach. lhis scheme empl oyed 8
samples of instantaneous voltage and current as the inputs. The fccdforward neural.
network has 16 input neurons in the input layer, 12 neurons in the hidden layer and 2
outpu t neurons indicating the fault and its location. Fault points are identified through
directly analyzing the type of fault [31]. Post-fault voltage and current are used as inputs,
and both supervised and non-supervise d methods of training are adopted. It is foun d that
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when a fault occurs at any node o f the power system, the curtetlt patterns of the
transmission line connected to that fault are similar. The fault at that node is determined
by refening to its voltage pa ttern,
An accurate fault loca tor based on the integrated approach of fu7zy logic and
neural netw orks bas bee n propo sed in [32]. Th e neural networ k is used in the input-o utpu t
mapp ing to extract the rules and to learn the membe rship functions . Ibis learnin g is
employed in the fu2zification of the network.. The: input to the ANN is the frequency
components of the voltages and currents. The test results sbows high accuracy and
robustn ess under a vast majority of different system and fault conditions.
4.4 Pr oposed ANN-based Algorithm for..Transmission Lin e
Relaying
An overview nfthe earli er work demonstrates the use of ANN based algo rithms in
the area of distance protec tion and faul t locati on . The main aim of the work report ed was
to imp rove the relaying algorithms usedin transmission line protection. In some cases , it
was found that the time taken to give a trip decision corresponds to half cycle of the
power system frequency [IS}. The reponed work in the application of ANN for
transmission line relaying conce ntrated either on distance: protection or on fault location,
but not on both. The work has been reported only for the case of single-line-to-ground
faults. Other fault cases are not considered. Some of the other drawbacks are that the
network struc ture is big in size and the training time is too long. In case of a big network
..
structure, the hardware implementation will be more comp licated. Longer training ' times
will become an obstac le when the netWOrk: bas to be re-trained Cor certain cri tical
conditions suchas reversal ofload flow.
Taking into account the above coecems, a DOvel feedfc rward oeunl netwo rk for
distance protection of transmi ssion lines is pro posed . The techniq ue has been extended to
locate the distanc e of tbe fault location. The aim of the work is to deve lop an ANN based
algorithm. for the distance protection and fault locat ion in transmission lines that is
reliable. fast, accurate and small in size . The ANN based algorithm is des igned for single-
line- to-ground fault and three- phase fault cases . The single- line.ro-grotmd fault is cho sen
as it is the most commo n type: of fault. The three-phasc fault is found to be the mo st
severe type of fault. Four neural eerworks. one each for single-line-to-ground fault
indica tion (to indicate whether the fault is inside or outside the protectio n zone ), single-
line-to- ground fault location (for exac t locat ion of the fault), three -phase fault ind icati on
and three -phase fault location are designed .
In the proposed scheme . the frequency spectrum. of voltages and curre nts is
utilized to make a decision. lbc:: data is obtained from the Electromagnetic Trans ien ts
Program (EMTP) simulation. The main work is undertaken in two parts . In the first part,
one -cycle of post-faul t information is used as the input to the ANN based methodolo gy
for transmission line relayin g. To im prove the speed of the relaying deci sion. half-c:yde
pre-fault and haIf-cyde post-fault informati on o f the voltage and curren t signals ar e used
in the proposed ANN based relay. Thi s forms the seco nd part of the work. The specific
design details of the neural netWOrkand the simulation results of the proposed ANN
based relay will be presented in Chapt ers 5 and 6 respectively,
4.5 Sum ma ry
This chap ter has reviewed the appli cations of ANN in the area of distan ce
protec tion or transmission tines and fault loca tion. In most of the cases, multilayer
feedforw ard networ k is used ANN based algorithms have given encouragin g results in
the area of transmission line protecti on. but have some limitati ons in the des ign and in the
application aspects. Some of the drawbacks of the proposed ANN based relays are
highlighted. The motivation for undertakin g the pI"CSCI11 rescarcb work has been
descri bed .
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ChapterS
Design of a Novel Ar t ificia l Neural Network Based
Relay for Transmission Line Protection
5.1 Intr oduction
This thesis has discussed the principle of transmission line protection and the
algo rithms used for the protective relaying of tran smission lines in digit al relays. The
application of Artificial Neural Netwo rk (ANN) based algorithms has also been successful
in the areas o f distance protectio n and fault locatio n. Most of these applications in
transmissio n line protectio n use voltage and current samples as inputs. A new approach for
transmission line protection using the frequency spectrum of the voltage and current
signals and training an ANN is investigated in this the sis.
An ANN based methodology for transmission line relaying is presented in this
chapter. Two neural networks are designe d: one to indicate whether the fault is inside or
outside the protection zone (fault indication) and another neural networ k to precisely
indicate the location of the fault (fault loca tion) fro m the relay location. The reasons for
selecting the frequency co mpo nents of the voltage and current as the inputs to the ANN,
and the simulation procedure to obtain these frequency components are explained. The
ANN algorithm for single-line-to-gro und faults and three-phase faults are discussed. The
simulation results based on the proposed method will be presented in chapter 6.
5.2 C hoice of the Inputs to the ANN-hased Relay
A number of neural network structures have been suggested in the literature and
each structure is specifically suited for solving a particular type of problem. Most of the
transmission line relaying methods based on neural networks use multilayered perceptron,
In this research, a feedforward neural network for transmission line protection is designed.
Any design process for a feedforward ANN based transmission line relaying consists of the
following steps [33].
(I) Preparing suitable training data
(ii) Proper selection of the ANN structure
(iii) Training of the ANN
(iv) Evaluating the trained network
Terminate the pro ces s
Figure 5. 1: Design process for a typical ANN structur e
The design process is iterative as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The first step of the design
process is to select suitable and meaningful data for train ing. It is importan t to give
meaningful training patterns, which contain all the nece ssary information to generalize the
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problem. Special care must be taken to include bound ary patterns . It is possib le that a
particular ANN structure with the given training data may not train properly, i.e ., the
training process take s too long. The structure and/or parameters must be changed and the
netw ork retrained . Also. a trained network might not perform satisfactorily becau se of
inadequat e training data, or due to the stru cture of the network. In that case, the stru cture
of the network should be re-des igned and the proc ess should he repeated . Stru ctural
differences arise on account of the number and type of inputs, number and type ofoutpu ts
and complexity of the application, which would govern the number of layers and the
number of neu rons in different layers. These parame ters of the netwo rk are decided by
experimentation, which. involves training and testing a number of network configur ations.
The process is terminated when a suitable network with satisfactory performance is
estab lished. The process of the neural network training must be quite efficient and
straig htfo rward [33,3 4].
Many of the algorithms on transmission line protection are based on the
instantaneo us values of the current and voltage waveform [12. 28}. These algorithms use a
pre-p roces sor to obtain resistance and reactance, which are given as inputs to the ANN.
Anothe r approach is to use the magnitude of the voltages and currents [8]. Inputs with
consecut ive samples of voltage and current data, is yet another approach to design the
ANN [9]. As mentioned in chapter 4, though these algorithms are found to be reliab le and
accurate, one ofthe drawba cks is that the training times are quite long.
Prior to using the frequency components as the inputs to the ANN, three cases of
possible inputs to the neural netwo rk are considered. namely:
n1. Instantaneous val ues ofvo!tages and currents witho ut removing the eoise
2. Magnitude of voltagcs and currents
3. Instantaneous values of vo ltages and currents afte r filtering the noise
Using instantaneo us values of voltages and currents as the inputs proved to be a wrong
deci sion, as it leads to long hours of training times . The instantaneo us values of voltage
and current contain lor of harm onics, as is observe d in Fig. 3.4. The ANN is not able to
extract any meaningful infonn atioD. from these patterns . Similarly, providing the
magnitude (RMS value ov er one cycle) of the vo ltag e and current com po nents as the
inputs to the ANN results in the same setback. The magnitudes ofibe voltag e and curren t
are represent ed by points which ~ very cl ose to each other and bence the ANN is not
abl e to learn when provided with these type of inputs . Considering the third case. the
instan taneous values of the voltage and current after filtering away the noise: resemble a
sinusoidal wave:; no mett er at what poin t the fault has occurred. There is no significant
variati on in these patterns, except an increase in voltage with increasing distance of fault
locatio n. This can be clearl y seen from Fig. 52 which illustrates the filtered phase a
voltage for a single- line- to-ground fault occurring at 20% , 50%, 90%and 95% of the line
from substation A...The ANN takes a long training time . Even after long training times,
there is every possibility tha t the ANN algorithm would f.UI, as it might lead to
memo riutionof thc panems mtherthan learning (27, 33).
1]
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Tme (sec )
Figur~ 5.2: Filtered post-fault voltage at phase a for the single-linc-t~ground fault
occurringat 20""". 50"/., 9O"/e and 95% of the line.
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As a first step in any pattern classification technique, feature extractio n is used to
reduce the dimension ofthe raw data and extract useful informati on in a concise fonn [32].
For the ANN considered here, this process leads to a considerab le reduction in size of the
network, thereby significantly improving the perfo rmance and speedafthe training proc ess
[35]. The technique adopted here for feature extraction is the one based on time domain
frequency decomposition of voltage and current waveforms using Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). A one-cycle window is employed for this purp ose. The work presented here has
two main parts based on the input data of the one-cy cle window . [0 the first part or the
work on the prop osed ANN based algorithm, this one cycle window consists of pure ly the
post-fault voltage and current signals. It is found that inputs given in this way results in
shorter training times. The trip decision is obtained after a cycle but the resu lts obtained
are encouraging. This prompted the author to investigate the possibility of red ucing the
response time. To achieve this, in the second pan of the wor k, half-cycle pre-fault and
half-cycle post-fau lt information of the voltage and curr ent signals are used as the inputs.
5.2.1 Simulation Procedure to Obtain Frequency Components
The sample power system model as sh.own in Fig. 5.3 is simulated using EMfP to
obtain the voltage and curren t data [23]. The data is generated for the following fault
locat ions, instant offault occurr ence (fault inception ang le) and fault resistance .
Distance of fault (5, 10, 15,20,25,30,35, 40, 45.50,55,60,65,70,75,80,85,87,
89,90,91 ,93, 95% ofthe line length)
"Faul t ttSistance <Rc"" O. 10 n for singl e-liae-to-greuad fault, Rr- 10, 50 0 for three -
phase fault)
Fault inceptio n angle (0" , 90°, 180°,270°)
A total of l84 cases are sim ulated forsingle-tine-to-ground faul t and for three-phase faul t,
to train and test the ANN based on one-cycle post-fault informati on. For the ANN based
algorithm using half-cycle pre-faul t and post-fault information, a total of 344 fault cases
are simulated. Different fault inception ang les are selected , as in a practical situation. a
fault can occur at any point of time.
A R B
'''1-HC J.--H::J--- - -*- ---[J--I-{C J--j--('''
Figure 5.3 : Sing le line di agram of the power syste m model
(Voltage at substatio n A - 1.02 p.u, Voltage at substation B - 0.97 p.u)
(Length of the line - 160 miles, Rating of the line - 345 kV)
In the simulations present ed here, the frequency compon ents o f one cycl e post-
fault voltage and curre nt signals are obtained using FIT. Since a sam pling rate o f960 Hz
has been used, the freq uency co mpo nents up to the eighth harmonic (480 Hz ) are used .
The frequency co mponents are normal ized with respect to the 60 Hz co mponenL The
normalized values of the frequenc y co mponents are usedas inputs by the ANN algorithm,
to give the appropriate relayi ng decision. The frequenc y spectrum of the input current and
volta ge meet the sampling theorem whi ch states tha t the sampling frequency should be at
least twice the highest: frequency in the spectrum. The highest frequenc y is thus 480 Hz in
"the presentedwork... ln the hardware implementation of this concep t. a low pass filter wi th
a cut off frequency lower than 480 Hz must be included.
5.2.2 Freq uency Spectr um Using Post-fault Information
The frequency spectrum of the phase a voltage and current for a single-line-to-
ground fault occurring at 20"/0and 75% of the line from substation A (F ig. 5.3) arc shown
in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 respectively, The frequency spectrum is obtain ed usin g cue-cycle
of post-fault voltage and current signals. The Total Harmonie Distorti on (fHD) indica tes
that there is an unique relationship between the freqUCDCy spectrum of the voltag e and
current and the fault location. The TIn> is a measure of closeness betwee n a wave form
and its fundamen tal componen t (36}. The TIID in the voltage weveform is defined as
~i>'u. )
THD :>::--'-- - 100%
" .-
(5 .1)
with v representing the voltage .1t representing the:de component,!i the second harmonic
and so on. Similar ly, the TIm in the current waveform is defined as
~±i'(f.)
THD. = - .- '- - "100%
'-
(52)
with I representing the current. The TIID for some of tbe fault cases is indicated in Table
5.1. The TIID in voltage and current is found to decrease with increase in the fault
location from thegenerating end. as seen from Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.4: Frequency spectrum ofphasc a voltage andCl.UTeIIt for single-l ine-to-ground
fault at 20% ofthcline
(One-cyclc of post-fault, II' - 00, Rt= to n )
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Figure 5.S: Frequency spectrum of phase a volu.gc and curn:nt for single-line-t~
fault at 75% of the tine
(One-cycl e of post-fault. ljl - 0", Rt- 10 O)
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Table 5.1: TIm for singie -liDe-to-ground faults using one-cy cle of po st-fiwlt data
faul t locationOO- THD. I% ) TIlD, l% '
IS 51.645 8 93.8510
20 42.8 878 90..2335
40 36 .7637 76.2 179
SO 33 .76 11 70 .6993
7S 28.22 00 56 .9498
The stud y indicat es that the frequ ency co mponents o f voltages and curren ts
provide good information for the neural netw ork to learn abou t the fault co nditio ns Th e
ANN design is based on mappin g the data of frequen cy spect rum to the relay deci sion for
fault location.
Similar co nclusi ons are drawn for the frequency spectrum of the vo ltages and
currents for three- phase faults . Fig. 5_6{a) and Fig S.6(b) respectively illustnltcs the
frequency spectrum of th e vol tage and current of all the three phases, for a three -phase
fault occurring at 20% of the tnnsmi ui on line. The frequency spectrum of the voltages
and currents for a three-phasc: fault occurring at 60% of the line from substation A is
shown in Fig. 5.7(a) and Fig. 5.7(b) respectively. Though a three-phase fault is
symmetrical, the frequency spec:uum reveals that the harmonic components for the
voltages and currents in the three phases are quite different. For a three- phase fault. the
frequency components of vo lta ge and current in all the three phases should be used as the
inputs to the neural network.
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Figure5.6(b): Frequencyspectrumof phase currentsfora three-phasefault
at 200/0ofthe line
(One-cycle of post-fau lt. Ip =-00. Rt= 10 Q)
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FigureS.7(a): Frequencyspectrum of phase voltages for a three-phasehult
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FigureS.7(b): Frequency spectrumof phasecurrents for a three -phase fault
at 60"'1. of the line
(One-cyc lc of post-fault. qJ - 0° , Rr- 10 n )
The TIID for the phase a voltage and phase a current for some of the fault cases is
represented in Tabl e 52. The TIm in the voltage and curren t is found to decrease with
increasing fault location from the substation A.
Table 5.2 : TIm for three-phase faults using one-cycle of post-fault data
Fault location (%) TIlD. (%) TIID, (%)
5 56.5090 51.5090
20 53.D610 48 .95 55
40 40.4395 43.8008
50 39.0470 40.9711
60 37.6993 37.5972
An obvious questi on arises as regards to the exact se lection of one-eycl e of post-
fault da ta. Many algorithms are availab le which can indicate an abnonnal behaviour when
a faul t occurs . Th ese algori thms indica te the possi ble (lCCUl'IeDCe of a faul L At the
occurrence ofa fault, the voltage decreases and the current increases (Fig. 3.4). A simp le
algorithm can be imp lemented using a sliding window to obtain the FFT of the signal .
The initi al values of the frequency components will have a low value . The frequenc y
compo nen ts will have a larger value when ODe cycle of post-fault data is selected, A
thres ho ld can be select ed, so that the values above this threshold contain the frequency
compon ents corresponding to one-cycle of post-fault data. It is assumed that such an
algorithm will be used prior to the ANN algorithm. At the instant of a possib le fault
occurre nce, the algo rithm selects one-cycle of the data that represents the data pertainin g
to pure fault .
es
5.2.3 Frequency Spectr um Using Pre -fa ult an d Post-fau lt
Informatio n
Using only post-fault frequency components of the vol tage and current signals the
trip decision can be obtained only after a cycle. To improv e the speed of the protective
relay, a one-cycle window consisting of half-cycle pre-fault and half-cycle post-fault
information is used as the inputs. At this stage it should be mentioned that a suitable logic
should be developed that will exactly use half-cydes ofpre-fault and post-fault information
as the inputs to the ANN . This work is carried out under the assumption that such a
suitable logic is available.
When there is no fault, only the fundamental frequency component is present and
the selection logic shou ld reject those cases. At the inception of the fau lt, the voltage and
current signals are distorted. The FFT of the initial samp les of voltage and current have
small magnitudes. A threshold should be selected , such that when the FFT of voltage and
current signal s reaches the half-cycle conditjon, those va lues are take n as the inputs to the
ANN. This could be one of the possible methods to design the logic for selecting the
frequency compon ents of half-cycle pre-fault and half-cyc le post -fault data to be used as
inputs to the neural network.
Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 rep resent the frequency spectrum of the phase a voltage and
current for a single-line -to -ground fault occurri ng at 20% and 85% of the transmission line
from substation A of Fig. 5.3 . Table 5.3 represents the THO for some of the fault cases .
The THO indicates a unique relatio nship between the freq uency components and the fault
location. The THO decreases with increasing fault locati on from substation A.
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Figure 5.8: Frequency spectrum ofphasea voltage and current for sing le- line-to-ground
fault at 200/0 of the line
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Figure 5.9: Frequencyspectrum of phase a voltage and currentfor single-line-to-ground
faultat 85% of the line
(Half-cycle ofpre-fault and post -fault, 1Jl ""0°, Rr'""" 10 Q)
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Table 5.3 : THO for single-line-to-ground faults using half-eycle of pre-fault
and pos t-fault data
Fault location % THD. nID; Yo
15 54.70n 56 .88 75
20 45.8847 53 .0572
40 41.3847 40.41 75
50 33.279 1 35.8135
85 30.0624 24 .8446
The frequency spectrum of the voltage and current for a three-phase fault
occurring at 200/0of the line are illustrated in Fig . 5.10(a) and Fig. S.lO(b) resp ect ively.
Fig. 5.10(a) and Fig. S. IO(b) ar c obtained with a fault resistance R.c of 10 Q and the fault
inception angle cpbeing 0° . Fig . 5.11(a) and Fig. S.ll (b) represent the frequency spectrum
of voltages and curr ents for a wee-phase fault occurring at a fault distance 0£ 9OO/o of the
line, with R.coflO Q and lP 0£0°.
The TlID for phase a voltage and current for some of the fault cases is indicated in
Ta ble 5.4. As seen from Tab le SA , the TIm in the voltage and current is found to
decreas e with increasin g fault loca tion. from substation A.
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5.3 Artificial Neural Network Design
The block diagram of the proposed scheme for tran smission line relaying is shown
in Fig. 5.12. The required sampled values of voltage and current, representin g the faults
are obtained. In a power system environment, the data acqu isition syst em. provides
sam pled values ofvo ltage and current signal from the power system. This data. is fed to the
FFT filter to obtain the frequency co mpo nents of voltage and current signals . The ANN
uses the frequency com ponents as the inputs. for r.uIt indication (diSWtce protection) and
fault loca tion. It is assumed that signal s are filtered to satisfy the s.unpIing theorem..
A feedforward neural network: is used in the worlc..The pro posed ANN is trained
using the baclcpropag atio n algorithm. which is an itera tive gradient descent approach tha t
minimizes the mean square error between the actual output of the neural network and the
target outpu t. The MATI..AB Neural Netwo rk Toolbox is used for tr ainin g the networks
[27]. The function 'train/m ' explained in chapter 4 is used , which converges in lesse r time
as well as in few epochs compared to the training function ' trainhpr ' of the neural
network toolbox. Though the trainin g functio n <tra in lm' requires significant memory,
with today's techno logy this is unlike ly to be a drawback..
Outputs
Figure 5.12: Block diagram of the proposed scheme
For each fault case consi dered. two neural networks are designed, one to indicate
the fault and theotbe:r fortbe precise location of fault [35]. The general.design strucnIre is
quite similar for the cases consi dered . Any neural network should have inputs and
corresponding target output for training purposes . M indicated earlier, the frequenc y
components of the voltage and current are the inputs to the ANN . 'Theerror goal is kept
below 0.001% for all the cases . Th e learnin g rate is the same for all cases consi dered . For
fault indication purpose, the output is either 0.9 or 0.1 indicating respecti vely whether the
fault is inside the zone of pro tectio n or outside it. In practic e, there will be smal l
fluctuations in the ANN output and hence the values 0.9 and 0.1 are chosen as threshold
values. For faul t locati on purpose.the output indicates the per unit (p. u) distanceof the
line length. A detail ed explanation of the netWork inputs and outputS for the individual
cases are exp lained in the foUowing sections.
The neural network has to be trained for all possible conditions so as to general ize
properly. Among the 184 cases of varying fault location, faul t resistance and instan t of
fault occurrence, 130 cases are used to train the netWOrk. and the rest of the cases are used
for testing . This is for the case when only post-fault frequency components arc used as
inputs. It is found that for the case when the frequency components of half-cycle pre-fault
and half-cyc le post-fault vo ltage and curre nt data are used as the inputs , few cases are
needed to train the network. The detail s of this will be presented in chapter 6.
5.3.1 ANN Relay for Single-l ine-to-ground Fa ults
For the case of single-line-to-ground fault, it is found that only the voltage of the
faulted phase and all three phase curren t information are able to classify faults [37]. All
the harmonic components are normalized to the fundamental and the fundamental is not
included as an Input, Durin g training process contradicting targets will be given as output
to the fundamental component if it had been included . For exam p le, for the case of fault
indication, the fundamental component baving unity value. would have a target output as
0 .9 for faults occurring inside the trip region and the same fundamental component would
have a target outp ut of 0.1 for faults occurring outside the trip region.
The numb er of inputs for the singie-line-to-ground fault is thus 32, namel y:
v.( f l ) , v.(fi), v.(f) , . . . .•. . •. . . . .•... ... .. . . vJ.f.,)
iaCf,}. i,,(f2l. iaCf)}• . ••••••••••••.•. •••.•••. .. • iJf,)
4,Cfl } . it,Cf2l. ibCf)}•••.••••• •••••••••••..•• •••• iJfi)
;.(f,), ;.(f~, ;.(f~• .. . .•.•. .. . . . _._._. .•• ;.(f,)
flo f2• fl• ...... ....f. indica te thc frequenc y components. with f l representing the de
componem, f2 thc second harmonic and so on.
For the fault indicati on case. the targe t outputs arc 0.9 or 0.1 depend ing o n
whethe r the fault is insidc the protection zone or outsi de it. The target output is selec ted as
thc per unit distance for the case of fault location. The relay should send a trip signal for
faults located within the pro tection zone.
The number of hidden layers and the neurons are selected by extensive
expe rirnearaticn , The process of choosing the optimal structure of the network is Iterative
and the approach adopted in the work is as fotlews . A single hidden layer is chosen first .
The number of neurons is gradual ly increased . Each time, the network is trained and then
tested with the 54 patterns not seen before. If the network is able [ 0 identify the test
patterns accurately. the structure is taken as the optimum one. otherwise two hidden
layers are selected and the process is repea ted. This process of trial and error can be
termed as 'fi ne luning' of the neural network. It is sugg ested in (271 that add ing more
layers gives the netwo rk mo re degrees of freedom to learn, thus resulting in a greater
potential at solving the prob lem. The MATLAB Neural Network. Too lbox can support
only two hidden layers .
For the ANN meth odology to indicate the faults . using one-cycle of post-fault
inform ation, 3 neurons in the first hidd cn layer and 2 neurons in the second hidden layer
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arc: selected. For fault locatio n purposes, the first hidden layer bas 4 neur ons and the
secon d hidden layer has 2 neurons. All the hidden neurons have log-sigmoidal transfer
function to limit the outp ut between 0 and 1.
ANN based relay for single-line-to-ground fault indication using half-cycle pre-
fault and post-fa ult data. has 4 neurons in the first hidden layer and 2 neuro ns in the
second hidden layer . The netwo rk for fault loca tion has 5 neurons in the first hidden layer
and .3neurons in the second hidden layer. The detai ls of the inputs. number" o f neurons in
the hidden layers and the outp ut for the proposed ANN using one-cy cle pos t-fault
information and hal f-cyc le pre- fault and post-fault infcrma ticn are summarize d in Table
5.5 and Table 5.6 respec tively .
Table 5.5 : Structure of the ANN using one-cycle of post-fault da ta
Type Inputs Number of neurons in hidden Output
layers
u yc>" 1 layer?
Single-line-to- 32 3 2 I
ground fault
indication
Single -line-to- 32 4 2 I
ground fault
location
Three -phase fault 48 3 2 I
indication
Thre e-phase fault 48 5 ) I
location
Tabl e 5.6 : Structure of the ANN using ba1f.cycle pre-fault and post-fault data
Type Inpu ts Numberofneumns in hidden Output
lavers
La I La er2
Single-line -to- 32 4 2 I
ground fault
indication
Sing le-lin e- to- 32 5 3 I
ground fault
location
Three-phase fault 48 3 3 I
indication
Three-phase fault 48 5 4 I
location
5.3.2 ANN Rela y for Th ree-phase Faults
AUthe three- phase cu rrents as weU as the voltages are chosen as the inputs to tr ain
the algo rithm for a three-phase fault . Thu s for the case of a three -phase fault 48 inputs t.e.
each sensing poin t having 8 frequen cy com ponents are selected for the ANN algorithm to
identify and (ocate the fault . The main difference in the netwo rk st ructu re for the case of a
thr ee-fault and the single-line-to-grou nd faults is in tlte number of input s. The inputs to the
ANN algorithm for three- pha se fault indication and fault location ar e as follows :
v.(fl ) , v.(f~), v.(fi ) . •• . . .••.. •. ... . . . . v.Cf,)
v.,(fL) , v.,(fz), v.(f}). .. . . .••.. . . •. vb(f, )
ve(f l ) . v.(fl ) , ve(f}), . .• •.. •. .. . .. • ve(f. )
4([ t), i.( fV. i,(f}), .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .•.. . ••. i.(fi)
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it.(fl ).it.(fv, i~fi)• .. . .. . . .. ... ... .. . ... . .. .. . ib(fa)
,< f,), ,(f,) , ,<f,), . ,(Ii)
fl. £2, fl. . r, indicate the frequency components , with f, representing the de
co mponent, £} the second harmonic and so on.
Regarding the outputs for fault indication and fault location, it remains the same as
in the case ofthe algorithm for single-line-to-groun d fault . The simula tion results obtained
wiU be presented in chapter 6.
Table 5.5 summarizes the network architecture for the fault cases using one-cycle
post-fault data. The number of neurons used for three-phase fault indication are similar to
tha t of the single-line- to-ground fault indication. For three-phase fau lt location purposes, S
neurons in the first:hidden layer and 3 neurons in the second hidden layer arc chosen .
When half-cycle of pre-faul t and post -fault data is used, the network architecture slightly
changes, as indicated in Table 5.6. In this case, the neural network used for three-phase
fault indication has 3 neurons each in the hidden layers. f or fault location purposes . 5
neur ons are present in the first hidden layer and 4 neurons in the second hidden layer.
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5.4 Summary
The frequency eempcnents of voltages and currents are found to be distinct for
different faults . The frequency components can be used as pattern recognition by the
ANN . Neural networks have been designed to map the relationship between frequency
components and the information associated with the fault. The simulation procedure used
10 obtain these frequency components is explained. The main difference in the ANN
based fault indica tion and fault locat ion algorithm is the targe t outputs. In the former case .
the target outputs are either 0.9 or 0.1 depending upon whether the fault is inside or
outside the protection zone. whereas in the latter case, the target output is the per unit
distanc e. The two ANN based algorithms have been designe d for single-line-to-ground
fault and three-phase faults.
In the initial part of the work. the frequency compo nents of voltages and currents
corresponding to one-cycle of post-fault are used as the inputs to the ANN based
algorithms . Even though the FFT is taken ever one complete cycle after the inception of
fault, the voltage and current signals are found to have d ifferent patterns at different fault
inception angles. ANN is basically a pattern recognizer and hence it is necessary to
include the cases of differen t fault inception angles in the tnli ningltesting set. To obtai n a
bette r response in terms of speed, it is proposed 10 usc half-cycle pre-fault and hal f-cycle
pest -fault da ta as the inputs for the ANN based algorithm. The same ANN can be used
for indicating (or locating) faults under different fault conditions, such as change in the
fault location, fault resistance and the fault inception angle. The simulation resul ts for the
two cases are presented in chapter 6.
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C ha pter 6
Sim ulation Results
6.1 Introduction
Motivated by the fact that Arti ficial Neural Networks (ANN) can be used as an
alternative computati onal concept to the conventional approach in transmission line
relaying, a novel fcedforward network for fault indication as well as for fault locat ion
purposes has been proposed. The proposed neural network is trained. by a set of
input/output patterns using backpropagation learning algorithm. Chapte r 5 prese nted the
struc ture of the proposed ANN.
This chapter presents the sim ulation results using the proposed ANN algorilhm..
The stu dy is divided into two main parts. The first part presents the results of the ANN-
base d aIgoritlun using post-fau lt information only. The second part of the wo rk deal s INith
the ANN-based algorithm using both pre-fault and post-fault Information . The proposed
neural network is designed using the MATLAB Neural Network Too lbox . A typical
learning process of the network in convergin g to the specified error goal is shown in Fig.
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6. 1. As seen from Fig. 6.1 . the network is able to learn quickly. In Fig. 6.1 . every epoch is
an itera tion in which the input is mapped to the outpu t and the error is calculated . With
increasing epochs. the error decreases and wben the specified error goal is reached. the
....eights and biases of that epoc h are stored. The trainedANN stores these weigh ts and
biases. Thesimulations are done on a ' DEC Alpha' WorkSwion.
,0' .----~_---'---~---~'---~--___,
-e'
,,'
"
"<:"--- -:-----;;-----;;-----=----'
Figure 6. 1: Learni ng process af the neural network
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The simulatio n results obtained for fault indication and fault location for a single -
line-to-gro und fault anda three-phase fault are presented in this chapter . A comparison o f
the proposed ANN-based algorithm with a few existin g ANN-based algorithms and also
with the Fourier algorithm is pro vided. All thesesimulations are done off- line. A possib le
on- line implementa tion using the proposed algorithm is suggested .
6.2 ANN-based Algorithm Using Post-fault Informati on
All .....eights and biases of the neural network. are initially set [Q random values.
The inpu t values and the des ired output values arc: specified to the network, Then the
network is used [Q calcula te the actual output by the backpropa gation method . In the
traini ng process, the ANN based algorithm. does not expl icitly use the voltage and current
informat ion as the basis o f the decis ion making . It learns from experience gained during
the training and recognizes the hidden relationship that exists in the patte rns observed
during the [earning phase. In the first part of the research. one-cycle of pos t-fau lt da ta is
considered [35]. In pract ice, a transi ent fault detector would start the one-cycle data
window after the fault incepti on (l5]. The training panems are chosen randoml y. The
training process is repeated unti l the swn square of error (SSE) between the actual outpu t
and the desired output reaches the specified error goal of 0.001%.
For the case of the algorithm using one-c ycle of post-fault information as the
inputs. the network is trained with 130 patterns and tested with 54 patterns that the
networ k has not seen earlier. But these 54 test patterns have the same fault distanc e. fault
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resistance and angle cffault occurren ce as that oflhc training patterns. The objective is to
obtain a network that is able to give correc t results for the patterns not seen before. In
practical situations , there is every possibility that the network will experience different
conditions. Hence. in the next pan of the research, which uses half-cycle pre-fault and
half-c ycle post-fault informatio n. additio nal testing patterns that are different from the
training patterns are presented to the network.
6.2.1 Single-line-to-groun d Fa ult In dicati on
There are 32 inputs 10 the neural network for the purpose of fault ind ication in a
singte -lme-to-ground fault condi tion . The detai ls of the ANN structure are given in Ta ble
5.5 . A two hidden layer network was found to be accurate in perfo rmance. Th ere arc J
neurons in the first layer and in lhe second layer. 2 neurons are selected. The hidden layer
units have the log·sigmoidal transfer function. The output is taken as 0.9 if the fau lt is
within the trip zone, else it is taken as D.l .
It is foWld that for the case when the fault resistance is a n and the distance of
fault is near the sending end of the power system , the DC component has the maximum
value. As discussed in Chapter 5. all the harmonie components are normalized to the
fundame ntal and hence cases where the DC component has the maximum value are not
consi dered. in the training as well as in the testing set. These cases are found in the sing le-
line-to-ground fault cases.
The training time for this neural netwo rk is 180 seconds and the network reach ed
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the error goal in 24 epochs. The training process is represented in Fig. 6. 1. 54 fault
patterns that are different from the training set are used for testing. The network is able to
ident ify %% of the tested cases correctly (35]. The incorrect answers are mostly con fined
to the boundary region. The resu lts obtained are shown in Fig. 62. The output of 0.9
given by the neural network ind icates that the fault has occurred wi thin the pro tection
zone, and OJ represents fault occurrin g outside zone I. The ANN correctl y identifies the
faults occurring in the trip/no trip region in the presence ofa fault resistanc e of 10 n. The
ANN does not suffer from the overreach condition that occurs in the Fourie r alg orithm
based relay.
T~ Zone No T~Zone
0.8
I
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00 20 '"0 "0
Figure 6.2. Response o f ANN algorithm for fault ind ication using o ne-cycle post-faul t
information
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Table 6.1 provides a comparison aflhe proposed feedfo rward eerwork with a few
feedforward networks available in the literature.. As seen from Table 6 .1, the proposed
structure has a small er size com pared to the other neural networks . However, the number
of inputs required for the proposed network is 32, compared to 5-8 inputs required by the
other networks. The number o f training patt erns needed for the proposed ne twork to learn
is co mparatively reduced. Also the trainin g time of the proposed netwo rk is found to be
significantly less. For on- line implementation, the run-time is an impo rtan t meas ure.
From Table 6.1, it can be seen that the proposed method features a slower run-time
compared to two other methods. The Limitation of the proposed method is the slow run-
time, which is beyond the sco pe oCtile thesis to be investigated..
The responseo f the network for different loadin g condi tions is not co nsidered in
the present study. But including the trainin g patterns for different loadi ng condi tions is
not expec ted to affect the overall perfo rmance oflhe neural netw ork .
Tab le 6.1: Compariso n of different neural networks for single- line-to- gro und fau lt
indica tion using one-cycle o(post·fault informati on
NeuralNetWOrlc Propesed Rcf.[8] Rcf.[12 ] Rcf.( l1)
Stru<twe 32-3-2-1 6-6-2-1 5-<;-1 8-2Q-4-1
In",ts fRquency Magnitud e Measured Rcaland
componcn1S ofvoltagc apparen t imaa:inary values
o f vo ltage andcunent impedance of vo ltage and
andcurrent current
No. of training patterns 130 1144 512 Not documented
Trainin g time (min utes) 3 120 Not > 12000
documented
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6.2.2 Singfe-line- to-g ruund Fault Location
Thenumber of inputs for performing the task orfault location remains the same as
in the earlier case. The onl y differen ce is in the outpuL The onpin in this case is taken as
the per unit (p . IL) distance of the transmission line . Even for the case of locati ng the
points of single-lioe-to-gmuad fault, it is found that a networl.;with 2 hidden layers gi ves
good performance. The first hidden layer has 4 log-sigmoidal neurons and the seco nd
layer has2 log-sigmoidal neurons, as indicated in Table 5.5.
The network reaches the error goal in lO minutes and this converge nce is achieved
in 196 epochs . When tested with 54 cas es not seen ear lier. it is able to correctly loca te the
fault for about 92% oCthe testing data. It is to be noted that although the ANN loca tes the
fau lt accurately. there are smal l fluctua tions in the ANN output and in practice this cannot
be avoided . The erro r in loca ting the exact faul t can be expressed as a percentage of the
length of the transmission line and is given by equation (6.1). The maximum error in
locating the exact fault is found to be less than ± 2.5%.
% Error '" aaual location - desired location - [00
length of the line (6.1)
The proposed netwo rk:emp loys only 32 inputs and is found to be an accurate fault locat or.
The protection zone is chosen to be 90"/0 of the line, and the results given by the ANN
algorithm have been foun d to be reliab le. The resul ts are found to be accura te even at the
boundary location. The resul ts for some of the tested cases are shown in Fig . 6.3 .
ilO·~_rw • II
,
ddlIU.·~I . . . • . .
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Figure 6.3: Response afthe ANN algorithm for single-line-t o-gr ound fault loca tio n using
one-cycle of post -fault information
6.2.3 Three-phase Fault Indication
For three-p hase fault indication, a neural network with 3 neurons in the first hidden
layer and 2 neurons in the second hidden layer was found to give a reliable trip/no trip
decisio n. The structure o f the network is similar to the one used for identifYing faults in a
single-line-to-ground fault case, except for the increased number of inputs . The structure
of the neural networ k for three-phase fault indication is 48-3-2 -1. The selection of the
hidden layers is do ne by trial and error experimentatio n with differ ent configuratio ns. The
network reaches the error goal in 184 epochs and 180 seco nds of training time .
The netwo rk tests correctl y for 98% of the cases , which is not seen by the ANN
before. The results are similar to those shown in Fig. 6.2, and are found to be accurate fOT
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different fault conditions .
The basic structure of the neural network remains the same for both fault
indica tion and fault location purposes . Since the networlc bas10 perform different tasksof
either givin g a trip'no trip decisio n or point of fault, the optimum neural nctwor:khas been
selected for the two different ANNs .
6.2.4 Three-phase Fault Location
The difference in the case of the ANN for three -phase fault loca tion algori thm is
the number of bidden neurons. The first hidd en layer bas 5 neuroos andthe seco nd hidden
layer bas 3 neurons . The o utput of the neuro n is the per unit distance: of the fault from the
relay location . The network reaches the error goal in 218 epochsand the trainin g time is
15 minutes. The test results for few test cases are shown in Fig. 6.4. The results show that
me ANN output accurately locates the fault. The percentage of correct answers is 89%
(maximwn error being ±2.5%) . The ANN output is terme d incorrect iCthe maximwn error
is greater than ±2.5%. For the incorrect answers. the maximum output is found to be less
than ±S%. The correct percen tage aClhe tested cases is slightly less compared to tha t for
the single-line- to-gro und faul t location case.
Il.nullltU ~
I 9 10 11 12
Figure 6.4 : Response of the ANN algorithm fer three-phase fault location using one-cycle
ofpost -fault information
Table 6.2 presents a summary of the convergence time, number o f epochs used and
accuracy of the designed neural networks. There is every possibility that the four ANNs
indicated in Table 6.2 might not test accurately when tested with data, which are entirely
different from the training patterns . But the ANNs based on the one-cycle post -fault
information have demonstrated the ability to train in a short time. and giv e the decision of
trip/no trip and locate the fault in about a cycle after the fault inception . The research
resu lts at this stage form the basis for the next phase of the ANN design.
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6.3 ANN-ba sed Algorithm Using Pre-fault and Post -fault
Informati on
Using only post-fault information of voltage and current frequency components as
the inputs to the neural oerwork provided good results , but the decision is obtained after
one-cycle of faul t inception. In order to improve the speed of the relaying decision. half-
cycle pre-fault and half-eycle post-fault information of voltage and current frequenc y
components are taken as the inputs to the ANN . This me thod can pro vide a relaying
decision in about hal f-cycle after fault occurrence. As observed from the frequency
spectrums of voltag e and curre nt signals, half-cycle pre-fa ult and post-fault data contain
sufficient info rmatio n regardi ng the fau lt.
In addition to the 184 fau lt cases used earl ier in the training and testing of the
ANN based on one-cycle post-fault information. another 160 fault cases are simulated for
resting lhe network. These 160 test patternS are simulated for faults wi th different fault
loca tion. fault inception angle and fault resistance compared to that of the mining
patterns. Also , for the case when half-eycle pre-fault and post -fault info rmation are used.
the DC component is found to be less than the fundamental component and hence all the
344 fault cases generated are used either in the training set or the test ing set, Out of these
344 test cases, abo ut 100 cases are used in the training set for fault ind ica tion purposes
and the rest are used in testin g the ANN. For fault loca tion purpo ses, more fault cases are
needed in the tra ining set and the d etai ls are exp lained in the sect ions to foll ow.
Table 6.3 represents the combinati ons ofdifferent sys tem conditions for which the
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fault data are generated. to be used in the ANN algorithm for fault indication and fault
location purposes . For examp le, a sing le-line-ground fault is simulat ed with a fault
resistance of 5 n, with faul t location at 80% of the line from the substa tion A (Fig. 5.3)
and the fault inception. angle of0". Similarly, faults for other combinations are simulated.
Table 6.3: Combinations for which fault data is simulated
Fault resistance Lc>cationoffault (%) Faul t incept ion
R,(O) angle
0, 10 81,83 0", 45", 90", 180".
270"
5 (Line -to-ground) 80,81.85,90,95 0",45".90",180",
25 (Three-phas e fault) 270"
5, LO, 15,20,25.30,35,40, 28",40",45",95"
10 45,50, 55.60,65,70,75,80,
85. 87,89,90. 9I , 93. 95
o(Line-to-ground) 5. LO.1 5, 20. 25. 30. J5.40. 28".40",45".95"
50 (Three-phase fault) 45.50, 55.60.65,70.75,80,
85.87,89.90,91,93.95
6.3. 1 Single-Iine-to-ground Fault Indication
Fine tuning procedure is adopted to design the neural netwo rk. Only 100 cases are
found to be suffici ent to train the proposed network for single-line -to-ground faul t
indication. These 100 cases included the patterns for faults occurring at different fault
location, with a fault resistance of 0 Q and/or 10n.and the fault incep tion angle <pof 0" ,
90", 180" and/or 270". The testing is fi rst done only with the 84 test cases having the
same fault distance, fault resistance and the fault angle as that o f the training patterns. The
fine tuning method., as exp lained in cha pter 5. results in a two hidden layer network with 4
neurons in the first hidden layer and 2 neurons in the second hidden layer to give the best
resu lt. The convergence to the error go al is obtained in 5 minutes and in 146 epochs.
In order to make the ANN more generalized in nature the ANN algorithm is
presen ted with 160 fault data lhat has entirety different patterns from the train ing data. as
explained in the previous section. The neural network neve r saw these pa tterns . and its
task is to classify new patterns based solely on the previous experience ie.. using the
informa tion learned durin g the trainin g. The ANN is found to test accura tely 9']0/0 of the
differe nt fault patterns . Th e co rrect testing indicat es that the ANN has generalized and not
jus t memorized the patterns. The trip decision in thi s case is obtai ned in just hal f-a-cycle
afte r the fault inceptio n. Thi s is clear ly an advantage ove r the same algorithm wh en one-
cycle of post-fa ult info rma tio n is cons idered. The response of the ANN algori thm for the
single-line-to- ground fault indication purposes is sho wn in Fig. 6.5.
Figure 6.5: Response o f the algorithm for single -l ine -to-ground fault indication usin g
half-cycle pre-fault and pos t- fault Information
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The ANN does not suffer from the reach accuracy that was presen t in the Fourier
algorithm. The Fourier algorithm was not able to classify the fault occurring at 95% of the
line and with a fault resistance of 10 n as being outside the protection zone (Fig. 3.6).
whereas the ANN based algorithm has successfully recognized it (Fig. 6.5). While training
the neural network, 85 of the 100 cases represented the faults lying inside the trip region
and the remaining 15 cases represented the faults lying outside the trip region. Even
though the training patt erns are no t symmetrically distrib uted between the trip and no trip
region, the network is able to learn all the cases well. The first zone of protection can be
safely set to 90% a fthe transmission line.
6.3.2 Single-line-to-ground Fault Location
With the fine tuning procedure, the network structure of 32-5 -3 -1 is found to be
accurate for the single-line -to-ground fault location case . In this case, 125 training cases
are found to be sufficient for the network to learn the patterns. T hese 125 training patte rns
included the cases for faults occu rring at different fault location, with a fault resistance oro
nand/or 10 n. and the fault inception angle qI of 0° . 45°. 90°. 180° and/o r 270° . To
converge to the erro r goal. 242 epochs are needed for the chosen network structu re and
this is achieved in 37 minutes of real time. The algorithm locates 92% of the fau lts
accurate ly when presented with the 84 test pattern s that are similar to the testing patterns.
When tested with different test data, the neural netwo rk identifies 84% of the cases
accurat ely. When presented with test data offaults occurring at a different fault resistance
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of 5 n.the netwo rk is able to accurately identify the location oftbe fault. as illustrated in
Fig. 6.6. The decision of the ANN algo rithm is obtained in half a cycle after faul t
inception.
f igure 6.7 illustrates the response of the DCtWOrk: in the presence:ofdiffereru fault
distances not usedearlier . The results show that the ANN algorithm accura tely locates the
faults. The results are sbown for faults occ urring at 8 1% and 83% of the transmi ssion line .
with the fault resistanc e oro o.
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Figure 6.6: Response a Ctbe ANN algorithm for single-line-te-gmund fault location in the
presence of as n faul t resistance
(Distance of fault ... 80010, 85%. 90"/0and 95%, ql = 0", 90", 180" and 270")
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Figure 6.1: Response of the ANN alg orithm for sing lc-linc:-to-ground fault location
(Distance of fault .. 81% and 83%. cp- 0", 90", 180" and 2700, R, -O Q )
The network is tested with cases of faults occurrin g at the fault inception angle tp
0£28° . 40" and 95°. not seen by lhe ANN be fore . These test patterns are entirely differen t
from the training patterns . Figure 6.8 illustrat es the results for few cases , for faults wi th cp
of 95° . As seen from Fig. 6.8, the netWOrk: is able to identify the faults accurately. The
same is found to be true for the fault angle 0£ 28° and40" .
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Figure 6.8: Response of the ANN algorithm for sin gle- line-to-ground fault
locati on in the presence of fault inception ang le of 95°
During training of the newsJ. network for fault location, patterns with fault
incept ion an gle of 0" , 45°. 90 °, 180" and 270· are presented. Th e ANN output in this case
is the per-unit distance of fault and since the distances are chosen to be about 1% apart in
few cases, more training patterns representing all possib le cases of fault should be
included to trainthe netWork.properly. For the case of faul t indication, patterns with fault
inception angle oCoo, 9QO. 180" and2700 are sufficienL The oetwork output in this case
has to be either 0.1 or 0.9 and the distinction between these fault panems is easil y
obtain ed by theANN algorithm.
The research is undertaken for only one loading condition . A neural network:
sho uld be trained for all possi ble co nditi ons to be able to generalize properl y. To obtain a
more accurate fault loca tor, it is impo rtant to include more training patterns representing
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all possib le cases of fault, Since the learning rate of the network is fast. including mere
training patterns will not pose diffi cul ty in re-trainin g c f the network,
6.3.3 Three-phase Faul t Ind ication
For the thre e-phase faul t indication, t OOcases arc consi dered for training and 84
cases for fine tuning the netw ork . The 100 training cases represen t the faults occwring at
various faul t locations, with fault resistance of 10 Q and 50 Q and the faul t inception
angl es at 0", 90°, 180" and 270° . A network structure of 48-3-3-1 is able to classify the
faults in the region of trip/no trip for the case of three-pha.se faul ts using half-cyc le pre-
faul t and post- fault information. The network converg ed to the error goal in about 42
epochs and 3 minu tes,
As in the case o Csinglc-line-to-ground fault indication., 160 fault patterns that have
different faul t resistance, fault distance and faul t angle s are test ed . The response of the
ANN output for few case s is illustrated in Fig. 6.9. The network is able to identify 97% of
the 160 lest cases presen ted to it.. The incorrect answers are mostly in the boundary
region. It is to be noted that the testing patternS are differen t from the training patterns.
Also . as indicated earlier. there are small fluctuations in the ANN output. For practi cal
app lications, small thresbo ld levels have to be buil t onto the ANN algorithm in order to
minimize the degree of uncertainty [8, 32]. In this app lication, for most of the cases, the
outpu t is either 0.9 or 0.1 depending on the fault cases and the devia tion from this value is
observed only in few cases, In such a case, if the output falls in the interval 0-0.499, it is
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classified into the no trip region and ifit falls in the interval 0.5·1 . it is classified into the
trip region.
Trip Zone NOTrip Zone
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Figure 6.9: Response oftbc ANN algorithm for three-pbase f.ult indication using
balf-eycle pre-fault and pest-fault data
Similar to the case with singl e-line-to-ground fault indication. the neuralnetwork
for three-phase fault indication is found to maintain the reach accuracy . Fwther, though
the testing patterns using different fault distanc es are spaced by only about 2% apart. the
network is able to classify it properly.
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6.3.4 Three-phase Fault Location
For this case, 170 training panerns arc needed for the network to learn the
patterns . The training pattcms represen t the faults occurrin g at differen t fault locations.
with the faul t incep tion ang le 0 £ 00. 45°, 90 °, 180· and 27 00, the faul t res istance being 10
n and 50 n . Fine tuning the netw ork with 54 test patterns that are simi lar to the trainin g
patterns , a netwo rk stru cture of 4 8· 54-1 is found to be accurate . The ne twork trains in 76
epochs and the trainingtim e is 24 minutes.
Similar to the case o f the single-line- to-ground fault, the responseo f the ANN
algorithm for three-phase fault is accurate [o r faul ts occ urring in the presence o f different
fault distances, fault resistance and differen t fault inception angl es . 160 patterns are test ed
and the network is accurat e for 85% of the cases . It is to be mentioned tha t further work
can be carried out to improve the percentage of correct testi ng.
Figure 6.10 illustrat es the response o f the ANN for three-phase fault loca tion in
the presence:ora fault resistance 0[ 25 n. As seen from Fig. 6.10. the faults ha ve been
loca ted accurately . It is to be no ted that the ANN algo rithm is tested fo r cases not see n by
the ANN at any point of time. and these test cases are quite different from the training
cases, as the fault resistance is en tire ly different. TheANN based algorithm is found to be
an accurate faul t locator in th e prese nce of different fault distances, as ind icated in Fig.
6 .11. Taking into account that in some cases , the distances are spaced just by I% apart,
the ANN- based algorithm has been able 10 ide ntify the fa ults acc uratel y for the cases not
see n before . Hence the neural network can becons ider ed as accurate.
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Figure 6.10 : Response of the ANN algorithm for three-phase fault loca tion in the pres ence
ofa25 0 fault resistance
(Distance of fault w 80-/.. 8S%, 90% and 95%. cpa a- . 90",180· and 270")
figure 6.11: Response aCme ANN algorithm for three-phase fault location at different
fault distances (81% and 83%) . Rc - 0 n
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The behavio ur of the ANN based algorithm for three-phase fault location, in the
presence of different fault angles is fcucd to be similar to the sie gle-liae-tc-grouod fault
location case. The ANN output for some oftbe test cases when the fault incepti on angle is
95° are sbcwa in Fig. 6.12. As seen from the: results. the ANN based algorithm has
located the faults accurately, even though the test pattemJ are different from the training
patterns. Hence generalization of the algorithm bas been achieved. Tbe maximum error in
locating the exact fault is less than ± 25% even for the testing patterns not seen by Ihe
network before. The percentage of correct testing is 85%. Similar to the testing for lp of
95°, the network is found to locate the faults accura tely in the presence of different fault
inception angle of 28° and 40°.
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Figure 6.12: Respo nse of the algorithm for three-phase fault location in the p resence of
fault inception angle of9 S·
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6.4 Performance Ana lysis of the ANN for Transmission Line
Relaying
Th e optimum structure chosen for the ANN based algorithm (usin g half-c yc le pre-
fault and hal f-cyc le post- fault data) for transmi ssion line relayin g in case of sing le-line -to-
ground faults and three-pease faults is shown in Table 6.4. For the cases of single-liee-to-
ground fault indication and three-phase faul t indication, the percentage of correct testing
is fOW1d to be 97% and 96% respectively . For fault Indication, it is found that only 100
cases are suffi cie nt for trainin g and the netwo rk is able to identi fy the faults lying in the
trip/no trip region for eases that are differen t from the traini ng patterns and not seen by
the netwo rk before .
For fault loca tion purposes. the percentage of correct testing is 84% in case of
single-line-to-gro und faults and 85% in case of three-phase fault, The response of the
neural network for different loading conditions is not cons idered in the presen t work, The
ANN sho uld be traine d with a wide range of data to obtain an accurate fault locat or.
The proposed neural netwo rk. is smal l in size, robus t and acc ura te. The learning
time is less in co mpariso n with tha t of(8. I I, 12). The maximum training time , in the case
of siagle-line- te- gro und fault location is 37 minutes . For on- line imp lemen tation. a
shorter training time is definitely an advantage. The trip decisio n is obtained in about
balf-eycle aft er the fault inception. 1bc ncwal network tests accurate ly for faults
occurrin g at di fferent location. fault incep tion an gle and fault resistance.
III
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6.4. 1 Comparative Analysis
With the proposed scheme. the trip decisi on is obtain ed in about balf-cycle after
fault inception, in comparison with the trip decision obtained after cue-cycle in [9) and
( I S). Also. the proposed method has a small network: size and is able to learn the patterns
in a short interval.
This research bas shown that an ANN-based method for tnmsmission line relayin g
has the potential to provide more accurate results compared to the Fourier algorithm.. The
reach accuracy of the Fourier algorithm based distance relay is affec ted by the different
fault conditions . Thi s prob lem has been overco me in the proposed ANN method for the
distance protecti on of transmission lines. The time take n for the trip decision in case of
full-cycle Fourier algo rithm is found to be approximately 1Y.. cycle after the faul t
incep tion. The ANN based algorithm arrives at a decision in half-cyde after the fault
incep tion.
It is seen that the ANN method based on ore -cycle of post-fault information and
on half-cycle of pee-faul t and post-fault information are both reliable. The main difference
in these algorithms is the time taken to give a decision. In the former case, the trip
dec ision is obtained after one cycle of fault inception, whereas in the latter. the dec ision is
obtained in j ust half a cyc le after the fault inception. Both algo rithms arc found to be
reliable in all the cases co nsidered, i.e...single-Iin e-to-ground fault indication, single-line-
to-ground fault location, three-phase fault indication as well as three-phase fault location .
The ANN method using half-eycle pre-fault and post-fault information needs lesser
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Dumber of trainin g sets compared to the ODe using only post-fault information . From
Table 62 and 6.4. it is seen tha t the num ber of neurons are only slightly different and
hence the training time and Dumber of epochs Deeded are differen t for the algorithms
based on post -fault information only and based DO using both pre-fault and post-faul t
information, But this difference is due to the design process adopted in modifying the
structure so as to obtain a good network,
This study bas sbown that an ANN based algori thm using haIf-cycle pre- fault and
half-cycle post -fault information gives a better perfonnance in terms of speed as well as
accuracy compared to the one based on the post-fault information only, The results
presented in Table 6.4 arc for the test cases that are different from the trainin g cases and
are not seen by the ANN before .
6.4.2 Adva ntages of th e Pro posed ANN Sche me
Some of the advantages cf tbe proposed ANN based algorithm are:
The trip dec ision is obtain ed in balf-cycle after fault inception
The results obtainedare reliab le and accurate
The newaI networ k emp loyed is small in size
The proposed neural network: basfast learning capab ility
Fault indication and fault loca tion are achi eved simuItaneo us ly
The proposed algorithm is able to give an accurate dec ision in the presence of fault
res istance and thus not suffer from the reach accurac y
12.
The: performance of the ANN is not affecte d by the changes in the fault conditioos
such as different faul t resistance, fault inception angle and fault locati on
These advantages are true: both in thecase of single- Iine-to- gro und fault case as well as in
the three-phase fault case .
6.4.3 Limitations of the Pr oposed ANN Scheme
The design processis basically a trial and erro r method [33, 38J. lbis is one area
in which research work is yet to be undertaken for a proper method to be adopted for
designing the neural network. The study did not consider the differen t loading conditio ns
of the power system. This may be one of the reasons why the proposed neural network
gave incorrect answers for some of the test cases. A possib le approach to overco me this
prob lem is to inclu de mo re data to train the netwo rk.
6.5 Proposed Scheme for On-l ine Impl ementation
The performance of the trained neural network shows promi se and bas the
potential for implementa tion in a digi tal relay for transmiss ion line protection. The work
was done off-line. using data generated by EMTP (23]. Figure 6.13 shows the complete:
block diagram for a possible on-line implementation of the ANN based relay. One end of
the transmission line is connected to the generatin g station through a high voltage bus and
the other end is connected to the remote power system . The voltage and current signals
are taken from the transmi ssion line by the voltage transformers and the current
transformers respectively and passedon to the anti-aliasing filters that have a low CU(.(Iff
frequency . The anti-aliasing filter sho uld bebave as a low pass filter with a cut-eff"
frequency lower than 480 Hz. tbe data at the required sampling rate is obtained. and
passed on to the Fast Fourier Tnmsfonn (FF1) filter . the frequency components of the
voltage and CUJTeDt signals are obtained for-consecutive samp les. till the selection logic
identifies that there is sufficient information regarding the fault, if! _. the se lection logic
chooses patterns containing balf.-cycle pre-fault and half-cycle post-fa ult infonnation.
The results of this researc h are based on the assumption tha t the frequency
compone nts of half-cycle pre-faul t and balf-cyd e post-fault voltage and current signals
are available. However, in the real environment it is very difficult to exactly know the
point of fault occurrence. Bu t differe nt methods can be investigated and inc luded as a pre-
processo r for the proposed ANN based relay .
A one-cycle sliding window of voltage and cum: nt signals can be used . Th.is will
determine the frequency components of voltage and current signals using the FfT
a1gorilhm during each sampling interval . Before the occurrence of the fault, only the
fundamental frequency component will be significant. After the fault occurs, the non-
fundamental frequenc y components will also become noo-negligible_As the data window
moves, the frequency components will contain sufficien t informatio n co ncerning the fault.
The ANN trained using a fixed type of data window will not giv e acc urate results
when provided with frequency components information obtained from a diffe ren t type of
data window. If the time of fault occurren ce is known. the data window that is specific to
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the ANN can be used. Also, a sliding windo w of one cycle can still be used. In this case,
the frequency co mponents sho uld becontinuo usly stored. Once the possibility ofa fault is
known, the frequency co mponents can beretrieved and given to the ANN .
Many ANN based fault classifi cation algo rithms are already available [9, 32, 39J.
The pwposc of the fault classification algori thm is to utilize the respecti ve faul t data in
the proper ANN based algorithm for the fault indication and fault location. For the sjagle-
linc-to-ground fault case,thepresent study considered the fault occurring at phase a cf'the
trans mission line. and hence the inpu ts used are the frequency co mponents of the voltage
at phase a and the current at al l the threephases . For siagle-line-to -ground faul t occ urring
at other phase s. the corresponding phase voltage is to be selected to obtain the off-l ine
weights and biases. In theon-line implementation . the fault classification algorithm would
indicate the phase in whic h the fault has occurred in a single- line-to-ground fault.
The weights and biases obtained in the off- line process for faul t indication and
fault locati on purposes an: stored in the microproc:cssor for the on- line application. The
procedure to obtain off-line weights and biases involves three main tasks:
EMTP simulatio n _ To obtain the fault data
ii . FFT computation -. To obtain the frequency components of voltage and CWTent
signals
iii. Training of the ANN -. To map the input-output pairs and th us obtain the weights
and biases .
Figure 6.13: Block diagram for the on-line implementation using the propo sed scheme
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In the off-line training. the neural network learns and generalizes the different fault
patterns . This learning is bas ically stored in the fonn ofweigh ts and biases that represents
the mapping between the input-o utput patterns. In the on-line process. the neural network
recognizes any fault pattern by co mparing the inputs with this map ping and thus provides a
corr esponding output .
In the off-line training, the hidden layers have neurons with log- sigmoidal transfer
function . The [ogsig transfe r function is so chosen. as it limitsthe output to a continuous
value between 0 and 1. The output needed for the proposed scheme is also within 0 and l.
For the on-line scheme, this logsig transfer function is implemented in the hardware.
For fault indication, the trip decision is obtained as either 0.9 or 0. 1 and this is
relayed to the circuit breaker. For fault location purposes, the exact location of fault is
conveyed to the power system operator, so that the necessary maintenance can be
undertaken. The decisio n in both the fault indication and fault locatio n cases is arrived in
abou t half a cycle after the fau lt incepti on.
Many transmission line fault locators indicate the locatio n of the fault using the
post-fault processi ng features of the digital relay. Using the ANNs proposed in this
research, the location of the fau lt can be known as soon as the circ uit breakers open the
faulted line based on the trip signal received from the relay.
6.6 Summary
The concept of utilizing the frequency components of the voltage and current
signals as inputs to the neural netw ork hasresulted in a neural netw ork that is smaIl in size,
robust and accurate. The time take n to give a trip decision is around half a cycle after the
fault inception. In co mparison wi th the neural netw orks available in this area. the prop osed
neural network bas the advantage s of being small in size. accurate, faste r learni ng rate as
well as accurate relaying deci sion.
This chapter has presented in detail the simulation results obtained for the
proposed ANN scheme for transmission line relaying. The algorithm based o n the post -
fault informatio n is found to be accurate both in the case of fault indication and fault
location purposes. The neural network employed is smal! in size and reliable. The trip
decisio n is obtai ned after one- cycle of fault inception.
In or der to improve the speed of the relay. half-eycle pre-fault and half-cycle post-
fault Information of the voltage and curre nt frequency co mponents are used as t he inputs
for the algo rithm. In all the four cases considered, i.e., slngle-hne-tc -gro und fau lt
indication, single- line-to-ground fault location, three- phase fault indicat ion and three-phase
fault loca tion, the result s are found to be accurate and reliable. The trip decision is given in
about half a cycle aft er the ince ption of the fault.
In the cases co nsidered, the basic structure of the neural netw ork is similar, i.e .,
each of them have two hidden layers. The number of epochs needed to conve rge to the
error goal is quite less. One of the advantages of the proposed algorithm is that the
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network learns fast, thus significantly reducing the training time .
For fault indication purp oses. the network is able to identify all the fault cases and
generalize well. The pro posed neural network fault locator shows goo d performance with
changes in fault resistance as well as in fault distance . In the presence ofa fault resistance,
it is seen that the neural network is able to identify the cases correctly. thus maintaining the
reach accuracy af the relay.
A comparative study indicates that the neural network base d on half-cycle pre-fault
and post-fault information, shows better performance in comparison with the neural
network based only on the post -fault information. A scheme is proposed for the on- line
implementation ofthe proposed algorithm.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Contributions of the Research
The rapid progress in electrical power techno logy has made it possible to construct
economic and reliable power systems cap able of satisfying the con tinuing gro wt h in the
demand for electrical energy. Power system protection plays a significant pan and progress
in the field of power system protection is a vital prereq uisite for th e efficient operation and
continuing development ofpower supp ly systems as a whole. Fast and accu rate location of
faults in an electrical transmission line has become increasingly important, as transmission
lines are a vita11ink between the generating system and the distributing system.
A protective relay responds to abno rmal condi tions in an electrical powe r syste m
and controls the circuit breaker so as to isolate the faulty section of the system. with
minimum interru ptio n to service . With artificial inte lligence becoming pop ular in the area
of power systems. pro tective relays are experiencing improve me nts related to sho rter
decision time, as well as in being accurate. The researc h. demonstrates the use of an
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Artifici al Neural Netwo rk (ANN) as a pattern recognizer for transmission line protective
relaying.
An ANN relay for the transmission line protection has been proposed and
simulated in the present research work.. The feedforward neural network employed
indicates whethera fault is within or outside the protectio n zone and also identifies the
exact location of the fault. Data obtained from the EMIP is used to train and test the
neural network.... Faul ts at various locations in the transmission line. with differe nt fault
inception angle and fault resistance are simulated.
The proposed ANN relay utilizes the frequency components of voltage and current
signals as the inputs . The frequenc y componen ts are obtained by passing one cycle of
fault da ta through a Fast fourier Transform <FFD filter . In the earlier part of the research,
this one-cycle ofdata consisted of pure post-fault informatio n. The results o f the ANN of
this case arc found to be accurate . The next part of the research concen trated on
improving the speed of the relaying decision. To achieve this o bjective, the one cycle of
fault data consisted ofbaIf-eycie ofpre-fault and baIf-cycle of post-fault information.
The samp ling frequency is 960 Hz and tbe frequency components up to the eighth
harmonic are fouod to be sufficient.. A unique relatio nship is found betweenthe fault and
the frequency components o f the voltage and curren t, The Total Harmoni c Distortion
(THD) in voltage and curren t decreases with increase in the faul t locatio n, from the
generating end. The design of the ANN for transmission line protection can be essentially
treated as a pattern. recogni tion prob lem. TheANN identifies the patterns ofthe associat ed
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voltage and current frequency ecmpoeents and gives a relaying decision. The proposed
ANN uses the backpropagation algorithm..
FoW"neural networks are designed for the following cases : single- line-to-ground
fault indica tion. single-line -to-ground fault locati on, three-ph ase fault indicatio n and
three- phase faul t locati on. The single-line-to-gro und fault at phase a is considered and the
frequency components of voltage at phase Q and frequency components of CW'ICnts in all
the three phases fotm the 32 inputs to the ANN. For the case of three-phase fault, the
frequency compoaents of all the phase voltages and currents are used. thus forming 48
inputs to the ANN. The output of the ANN for fault indication case is either 0.9 or 0.1
depending upon whether the fault is inside the protection zone or outside the protection
zone. For fault location purposes, the ANN gives an output that indicates the per unit
distance oftbe transmi ssion line .
The neural network structure is found to be small in size. The existing ANNs in
the concerned area of study are found to have lon g training times . Utilization of the
frequency components of the voltages and cum::nts resulted in the proposed neural
network wi th fast learning capabili ty. Shorter learning time is an advantag e for the on-line
implementation schemes.
The performance of the proposed ANN hassbown promising resahs. The decision
to give a trip/no trip signal as well as the exact location of fault is obtained
simultaneously in about half a cycle of the fundamental frequency, after the fault
inception. The results of the ANN output are found to be accurate under different fault
conditions. In the presence of Cault resistance. the network is able to maintain the reach
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accuracy of the rela y, which is set at 90% of the transmission line . Thus. with the usc of
the ANN relay, it is possib le to extend the first zcee reach of the relays, enhancing system
security. The main advantage ofme ANN relay in comparison with the conventional relay
is the ability to maintain this reach accuracy . For the case of fault location.,the maximum
error is found to be wi thin ±2.5%. In practice, the exact location offault will significantly
reduce the span of the line length that would have to be inspected.
The existing work is mostly concentrated on the single-line-to-ground fault case .
The present research has been carried out for both the single-line-to-ground fault case: as
we ll as the three- phase fault case. The results are found to be accurate in both the cases .
1.2 Suggestions for Future Work
The work reported in thisthes is can be extended in the foUowiDgareas:
Thedesign process for selecting the optimwn neural network is throughtrial and error
procedure. Tbc: methodology for the training sequence and selection of the optimal
training conditions are issues of concc:mwhi le designing the neural oetwork. Further
work can be carri ed out in this area to select the ANN based on certain fixed
guidelines.
Different ANN algorithms like Self Organizing Maps, Radial Basis Network and
Learning Vect or Quantization can be stud ied for sui tability of applica tion to
transmission line protection. These algoritluns arc:self- learning and have the potential
to be competitive with conventional baclcp ropagation algorithm. Radial Bas is
Networks lead to small er ANNs.
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The research work is carried out only for one loading condition. The power system is
prone to different loading conditions and hence to obtain a more accurat e ANN relay
for transmission line protection, more patterns that are representative of the various
faults should be used in the training set.
The results obtained by the proposed ANN scheme shows promise and has the
poten tial for the on-line implementation in a digital relay. Further investigation can be
carri ed out to improve the run-time ofthe proposed method .
".
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Appendix-A
T rans mission Line Pa ra meters
A 345 kv , 160 mile transmission line is simulated using EMIP [23). Figure A.I
represen ts the sample power system used in the simulation. AD represents the transmi ssion
line and F represents the fault . It is assum ed tha t the relay R is loca ted at substatio n A. On
a 345 kV base, the voltage at the sending end of the line represented by A is L02 p.u and
the voltage at the rece iving end of the line represented by B is 0.97 p.u. The simulations
arc carried out for a loading conditio n of510 MW and 245 MYAR at the receiving end .
Figure A. I : Single line diagram aCthe sample power system
The line parameters a f the transmissio n line are represented in Table AI (24). Ro.
Lo and Co represent the zero sequence components of resistance. inductance and
capacitancc respectively. R" L, and C1 represent the respective positive sequence
components of resistance, inductance and capacitance. The negative sequence paramete rs
<R2,~ and el ) are the same as the positive sequence parameters.
Table A. l : Line parameters oftbe transmission line
14S
Ro - 0.461 Ofmile
Lo - 5.9944 mWmiIe
Co - O.G1S~/miIe
The: system frequency is 60 Hz.
R 1 - Rz- QJ)614 OImile
L a - L, - 1.7344 mHlmile
C 1 - <; - 0.01856 !-tF/mile
Rating s of the generator G: 400 MVA. 15 kv , wye grounded
Ratings of lhe transfonner T: 400 MVA, 15 kV/345 kv , wye grcunded-wye grounded




